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Believe it or not you've 
already prepared 
your office for 
OMNI before 
we invented it. 
GTE introduces Omni. The voice and 
data communications system that hooks 
up to your existing wiring. And will virtu- 
ally never become obsolete. 
GTE has made complex telecommunica- 
tions easy. 
You see, the GTE Omni is a totally digital 
communications system for both voice and 
data that utilizes your existing wiring. This 
eliminates the problem of costly rewiring 
every time you add, delete or modify your 
system. The GTE Omni meets the needs of 
large and small offices alike. For today. And 
tomorrow. 
As your single source for an entire system, 
GTE custom-tailors it to your needs. We pro- 
vide all components from telephones, to ter- 
minals, to transmission equipment, to 
packet-switching. 
GTE can offer the expertise needed to 
build you a system that will serve you effec- 
tively today and grow as you grow. And we 
have the experienced service organization 
that will be there when you need them. 
So put GTE to the test. Call or write GTE, 
Meridian Mark I, Suite 400,11611 N. Meridian 
St., Indianapolis, IN. 46032-9487. 
The Smart Business Call. 
# 
1-800-662-9700 
Capacity: 30,500 
First Game: October 1, 1966 (BGSU 13, 
Dayton O) 
Construction Cost: Approximately $3 
million 
Original Capacity: 23,272 (expanded in 
1982) 
Largest Crowd: 33,527 on October 8, 
1983 (MAC Record) 
Largest Season Attendance: 100,021 in 
1983 (Five home games) 
Undefeated Seasons: Two (5-0 in 1982, 
and 5-0 in 1984) 
Name: Named after former BGSU head 
coach Doyt L. Perry who coached BGSU 
from 1955-1964. He posted a record of 
77-11-5 and won one national champion- 
ship (1959) and five Mid-American Con- 
ference championships in ten years of 
coaching. 
Features: The east side of Perry Field in- 
cludes home and visiting dressing 
rooms, the equipment room and training 
room plus most of the Athletic Depart- 
ment offices. The west side of the 
stadium houses the maintenance area, 
storage rooms, handball courts, the track 
and cross country offices, the Falcon 
Club office and the Falcon Clubhouse. 
DOYT L. PERRY FIELD 
Stadium Club: Opened in 1980, the 
Stadium Club's 106 theatre-style seats, 
which are all sold, provide loyal BGSU 
fans with one of the finest places to view 
a game in all the midwest. The 
President's box, located on the east side 
of the stadium, provides luxury for Presi- 
dent Paul J. Olscamp, and other sup- 
porters of Falcon Football. 
Perry Field's Largest Crowds 
1. •33,527 vs. 
2. 26,860 vs. 
3. 24,409 vs. 
4. 24,194 vs. 
5. 22,684 vs. 
6. 22,160 vs 
7. 21,465 vs. 
8. 21,404 vs. 
9. 21,250 vs. 
10. 20,820 vs. 
11. 20,547 vs. 
12 20,507 vs. 
13. 20,325 vs. 
14. 20,039 vs. 
Toledo, October 8, 1983 
Toledo, October 9, 1971 
Miami, September 24, 1983 
Miami, October 25, 1975 
Toledo, October 6, 1973 
Miami, October 20, 1973 
Miami, October 25, 1969 
Ball State, November 6, 1982 
Toledo, October 24, 1981 
Toledo, October 11, 1969 
Toledo, October 14, 1967 
Kent State, October 14, 1972 
Western Michigan, October 3, 1981 
Miami, October 22, 1977 
■MAC Record 
Ticket Information 
General admission ticket prices for the 1985 Bowling 
Green football season will remain the same as last year. 
Reserved chair seats for single games remain $7.00, in- 
dividual reserved bench seats on the east side of the stadium 
are $6.00, and BGSU student general admission seats are 
$2.00. Any group of 1 5 or more people may purchase group 
reserved bench seats in advance of game day on the east side 
of the stadium for $3.50 each (with the exception of the 
Toledo game). Also, a group of 1 5 or more BGSU students 
may purchase group reserved bench seats in advance of 
game day on the east side for $2.00. In addition to the chair 
seats and BGSU student general admission seats there are 
two additional general admission price ranges on the west 
side. Adult general admission is $3.50 and youth (high 
school age and younger) general admission is $2.50. A 
general admission ticket for the 5,000-plus end zone seats in 
both the north and south end zones costs $2.50. 
The Memorial Hall Ticket Office is open from 9 a.m. until 
11 a.m. each game day for ticket purchases. Also, advance 
sale tickets for all remaining home games are on sale in the 
advance sale ticket booth on the east side of the stadium. 
Serving as ticket outlets for BGSU tickets this year are The 
Falcon House in downtown Bowling Green, Bill's Men's and 
Boy's Wear in Fostoria, B & G Drugs in Findlay, and both 
Huntington Banks branches in Perrysburg. 
STADIUM 
INFORMATION 
compliments of. . . 
• We request your cooperation in observing the rules 
and traditions of this University and of the state law 
which makes it illegal to bring or consume alcoholic 
beverages of any kind at an athletic event. 
• Rest rooms are located on both the east and west 
sides of the stadium and can be found between 
ramps 2 and 4,6 and 8,1 and 3 plus 5 and 7. 
• Telephones are conveniently located in the 
stadium next to all the rest room facilities. 
• If anyone is in need of emergency medical atten- 
tion, contact the ambulance crew in the northeast 
corner of the stadium. 
• Bowling Green State University would like to thank 
the Army ROTC Color Guard for raising the flag at 
each home game. 
• The first aid station is located on the east side of 
the stadium next to the equipment room. It is easily 
marked for emergency situations. 
• Field headquarters for stadium game operations is 
located on the ground level of the east side of the 
stadium. Telephone is 372-7094. 
^ 
We have a 
Falcon Trained Team 
too! 
Fritz Rudolph    Phil Rudolph    Allan Libbe    Ron Holzman    Scott Libbe 
Gary Haas    Jim Hahn     ^^^1^ Kerm Rudolph    Scott Cunningham 
Kent Libbe ^j     ^IIK^I^     Kathleen Holzman    Marilyn Rudolph 
Jane Busdeker     ^OP^^^     %   l|k        J°e Strieter    Charles Hutchings 
k Ron Grolle       MF' %      4;   ^ Gail Lee    John Henry 
Todd Kurfess     M JjL ^ohn ^ee    ^^e Livingston 
Phil Rudolph, Jr.     "^^:: ;■      '*'   -f^S^   Rick Meadows    Quin St. John 
Don Sutphin *^'w~:;S^^..v^       • ■ .these and other Rudolph/Libbe 
Jack Mercer employees, who have studied and taught at Bowling Green 
State University, can loudly shout "GO FALCONS!" 
L Rudolph Libbe/Inc. 
General Contractors/Walbridge, Ohio 43465 
Phone: (419) 246-3671    (419) 837-5703 
%tcve>idcfy ^oo&4tone 
Open Saturdays, 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. Weeksdays, 8 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
B.G.S.U. SHIRTS, SWEATERS. FALCON SOUVENIRS & OTHER B.G.S.U. IMPRINT ITEMS 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS    •    ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES    •     GREETING CARDS     •     GIFTS 
VISIT US AFTER THE GAME! 
Q 
i 
From The Press Box: 
7-0 Falcons One Of Four Undefeateds 
Mirfm 
By Steve Shutt 
BCSU Sports Information Director 
This afternoon's game between the undefeated 
Falcons and the Golden Flashes of Kent State 
marks the 63rd Homecoming game for Bowling 
Green State University. The Falcons have had suc- 
cess in homecoming games, posting a record of 
36-1 7-9. The Falcons enter today's game with an 
overall record of 7-0 and hold first place in the 
Mid-American Conference with a 5-0 slate. The 
Flashes are 3-3 overall and 2-I in the MAC and in 
second place. Quarterback Brian McClure can set 
an NCAA record for the most 200-yard passing 
games in a career. McClure has 29 previous 
200-yard games and is currently tied with former 
Stanford QB John Elway. On the NCAA career 
charts, McClure ranks fifth in both total offense and 
passing yards. If Brian can throw for 308 yards this 
afternoon, he can pass John Elway. Jim 
McMahon and Ben Bennett to move into second 
place behind Doug Flutie in career passing yards. 
Series 
Bowling Green holds a 35-12-6 lead in the 
series that dates back to 1 920. The Falcons have 
won 1 1 straight games from the Flashes including 
16 of the last 18 and 23 of the last 26. The 
Falcons' last loss to KSU was in 1 973. BG has won 
six straight at Perry Field, dating back to a 1 972 
setback to Kent State. Both Bowling Green and Kent 
State are celebrating their 75th anniversary in 
1985. 
Scouting Kent State 
Kent State holds an overall record of 3-3 and a 
2-1 record in MAC games. After being shut out in 
its first two games, the Flashes have won three of 
their last four contests while averaging over 35 
points per game. Kent's 96 point outburst over the 
last two games is the most points they have scored 
in a two-game span since 1 956. Freshman tailback 
Eric Wilkerson is KSU's leading rusher with 406 
yards and six touchdowns on 69 carries. In his last 
two games, Wilkerson has rushed for 1 56 and 1 23 
yards. KSU's quarterback situation features 
freshman Steve Poth and sophomore Tim 
Phillips. Poth has thrown for 274 yards and two 
TD's this season and is expected to start Saturday. 
Phillips has 585 yards passing and four TD passes 
in five games this season. Flanker Jim Kilbane is 
Kent's top receiver with 27 catches for 427 yards 
and three TD's. 
Homecoming History 
Saturday's contest with Kent State will be Bowl- 
ing Green's 63rd annual Homecoming and the 
Falcons own a record of 36-17-9. The Falcons 
have won four of their last five Homecoming 
games. Bowling Green's Homecoming tradition was 
started by Ivan "Doc" Lake in 1 922 with BG and 
Toledo playing to a 6-6 tie in that first contest. 
Streaks 
Bowling Green maintains the longest major col- 
lege winning streak in the nation at 10 games 
following its win over Central Michigan. Air Force, 
who shares a 10-game streak with BG defeated 
Colorado State 35-19. BG also ran its home field 
winning streak to 1 1   straight games. It has now 
been over two years since BG has lost a home 
game, with the last loss coming on October 8, 
1983. 
Four    Undefeated,    Untied 
Teams Remain 
Only four major college teams remain 
undefeated and untied this week after a slew of 
upsets last Saturday. Bowling Green, Air Force, 
Iowa and Penn State are the only teams without a 
loss or tie this season. Only BG and Air Force are 
7-0 this season. 
Hunter Sets Career TD Mark 
Senior split end and all-America candidate Stan 
Hunter caught a five yard pass from QB Brian Mc- 
Clure on Saturday to set a new school record for 
touchdown receptions in a career. The TD catch 
was Hunter's 19th, breaking the record of 18 
formerly held by Jeff Groth. Hunter also extended 
his streak to 31 straight games of catching a pass. 
He continues to pursue the MAC record for career 
receptions which currently stands 1 71. Hunter has 
now caught 159 passes during his four-year 
Falcon career for 2,366 yards. 
A Stingy Falcon Defense 
The Bowling Green defense continues to be 
stingy toward opposing offenses. The Falcons have 
allowed just four touchdowns on the ground and 
eight through the air. The Falcons have allowed op- 
ponents an average of just 18 points per game 
while the Falcon offense is averaging nearly 33 
points per contest. 
Goal Line Defense 
As has been the case on numerous occasions, 
the Falcon defense tightened up in goal line situa- 
tions. Central Michigan faced four first-and-goal 
situations and came away with one touchdown, a 
pair of field goals, and a BG interception. 
NCAA Stat Leaders 
Tailback Bernard White is the nation's leading 
scorer this week with an average of 1 1.1 points per 
game. White has scored 13 touchdowns (12 
rushing, 1 receiving) for a total of 78 points. 
Melvin Marshall is ranked 16th in the nation in 
interceptions with four, an average of 0.57 per 
game. The Falcons are 10th in the major college 
ranks in passing offense with an average of 269.1 
yards per game and 12th in scoring with a 32.7 
average. 
PCAA Standings 
The Mid-American Conference champion will 
meet the Pacific Coast Athletic Association cham- 
pion in the California Bowl on Saturday, December 
1 4 at Fresno State's Bulldog Stadium. The current 
PCAA standings find Fresno State leading the 
league with a 3-0 league record, followed by Cal 
State Fullerton and Pacific who are both 2-1 in the 
conference. 
Statistics 
- BOWLING GREEN - 
Rushing 
Att. Yards Avg. TD 
Bernard White           138 624 4.5 12 
Darryl Story                 23 92 4.0 2 
George Schmelzle      22 88 4.0 0 
Passing 
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TD 
Brian McClure 241 151 10 1702 11 
Rick Neiman 23     13       0      182      2 
Receiving 
No. Yards Avg. TD 
Stan Hunter              38 448 11.8 5 
Bernard White          29 215 7.4 1 
Greg Meehan            25 438 17.5 3 
Gerald Bayless         22 276 12.5 2 
George Schmelzle    22 172 7.8 0 
Punting 
No. Yards Avg. Long 
Greg A. Johnson       37 1561 42.2 68 
Scoring 
TD X-Pt FG Pts. 
Bernard White*         13 0 0 78 
Paul Silvi                    0 26-26 5-5 41 
Stan Hunter               5 0 0 30 
* National Leader 
KENT STATE ■ 
Rushing 
Att.    Yards Avg. TD 
Eric Wilkerson 69       406 5.9 6 
Robert Golden 56       204 
Passing 
3.6 2 
Att. Comp. In . Yds. TD 
Tim Phillips 85       46       4 585 4 
Steve Poth 48       28        1 
Receiving 
274 2 
No.     Yards Avg. TD 
Jim Kilbane 27        427 15.8 3 
Derrick Nix 11         110 
Punting 
10.0 0 
No.     Yards Avg. Long 
Andy Logan 31        1175 
Scoring 
37.9 62 
TD       X-Pt FG Pts. 
Eric Wilkerson 6           0 0 36 
Jim Nimtz 0        18-18 5-9 33 
■ TODAY'S GAMES ■ 
Ball State at Western Michigan 
Eastern Michigan at Central Michigan 
Northern Illinois at Miami 
Ohio University at Toledo 
Q 
BGSU Historical Facts 
Compiled by the BGSU Public Relations Office 
On May 19, 1910, Ohio Governor Judson Harmon signed 
legislation to establish two teacher training schools in the 
northern part of the state. Sixteen cities, including Bowling 
Green, quickly applied to be the home of the northwest Ohio 
school. 
A five-member state commission, charged with the 
responsibility of selecting a site, began visiting the 16 cities. 
They arrived in Bowling Green on September 22 of that year. 
The commissioners toured the city and looked at four sites 
the city had chosen as possible locations for the school. 
One was located north of Poe Road and east of Main Street. 
A second was south of Gypsy Lane Road and west of Main 
Street. The third was the present site of the Wood County 
Hospital and the fourth was the city park, where the older part 
of campus now stands. The commissioners were favorably 
impressed with the beautiful grove of trees in the city park 
and it was reported that C.L. Martzolff, a professor at Ohio 
University and a member of the commission, surveyed the 
park and said, "This, gentlemen, is where the new normal 
school should be located." 
The discussion was over. Less than two months later the 
commission announced the new teaching school would be 
built in Bowling Green on the site of the city park. 
# 
The first social groups organized at Bowling Green Normal 
School had the dual objectives of being both educational and 
social. The Emerson Literary Society and the Country Life 
Club were two examples. But in 1917, the first purely social 
organization, Theta Delta Chi, was formed. In a loose sense it 
was the University's first fraternity. 
The fraternity was not an official organization, and when 
President Homer Williams heard of its existence, he called 
the members into his office and told them that while he was 
not opposed to the organization he was opposed to its use of 
Greek letters. The name was then changed to the See More 
Society, which was quickly misspelled, becoming Seymore 
Society. 
In 1922, a group of eight Seymore members formed a new 
organization which they called Ye Olde Five Brothers Frater- 
nity. "Doc" Lake '23, one of the charter members, describes 
how it began: "They gained their name as the result of a 
baseball trip when a package of strong tobacco and some 
corncob pipes were purchased and tried on some pledges on 
the rear platform of the train. That tobacco was named Five 
Brothers and one had to stand the test of the Five Brothers to 
become a member." 
Social life and pledges would never be the same 
In 1942 the first national fraternity, Pi Kappa Alpha, was in- 
stalled Three years later, the Five Brothers became Siqma 
Alpha Epsilon. 
When student protests are mentioned, it is usually the 
decades of the 1960s and 1970s which come to mind But 
Bowling Green administrators also had to face anqry 
students in October of 1949. This is when the first in a series 
of student strikes and demonstrations began. The key issues 
were faculty domination of the Student Senate, a lack of 
freedom of expression in "The BG News," and restrictions on 
the social use of cars. And, while no one was talking about it 
rules banning the use of alcohol by students was also of 
prime concern. 
Rules which were obeyed without question before the war 
were being resisted by older, more worldly veterans who 
refused to give up freedoms which they had gained while 
serving in the military. These protests were not confined to 
the Bowling Green campus, but were occurring nationwide 
and were attracting national media attention. 
President Frank Prout, in a November 1949 address to the 
Student Senate, said: "Misconduct of students on the various 
state university campuses in Ohio is resulting in a great 
downfall of public confidence in what is going on in these 
institutions." He called for students to stop protesting and 
accept the rules, or, he said, he feared that the state 
legislature might cut off aid to all of higher education. 
However, the only apparent loss of confidence was in Dr 
Prout. With student morale at an all time low, he announced 
his retirement later that academic year. 
Whole books would be written about Edwin L. Moseley, the 
best known and most colorful of Bowling Green's original 
faculty. Although he was primarily a biologist and naturalist, 
in the early years he was the entire science department, 
teaching courses in hygiene, biology, chemistry and physics, 
to name only a few. 
His research was internationally known and his contribu- 
tions included the discovery of the cause of milk sickness, 
which at the time was widely prevalent among the cattle in 
northwest Ohio. He was also well-known for his studies of 
tree rings as a means of determining weather cycles. 
On a personal basis, he was notorious for showing up at 
faculty members' homes at dinner time. Some wives warned 
their husbands that they should not invite him home for fear 
that he would become a regular boarder. Also, working under 
the theory of "waste not, want not," he had to be summoned 
to the president's office and told to buy a new raincoat 
because the one he was wearing was so old and tattered that 
it was a disgrace to the school. While he bought a new rain- 
coat, he confided in a fellow faculty member that he kept the 
old one—to wear in bad weather 
Moseley retired in 1936, but served as curator of the Univer- 
sity museum collection until his death in 1948. At his death, 
he left a sizeable estate to the University, which was to be 
used for student loans and scholarships. 
In 1951, the science building was named in his honor. 
it=DsUnih9 the-1959'60 ^Cuho01 year' Bowlin9 Green celebrated ts 50th anniversary. The celebration started at a keynote 
luncheon on homecoming day with an address by President 
McDonald. This was followed by a series of five symposia 
which were held throughout the year and focused on the 
humanities, business and education, the social sciences 
science and mathematics, and education. Nationally known 
scholars and business leaders participated in the programs- 
all were well attended by faculty, students, alumni and friends 
of the University. 
10
T
^onniversary events ended with a convocation on May 
19, 1960 on the 50th anniversary of the day on which the act 
creating the University was signed. The speakers at the con- 
vocation were Ohio Governor Michael DiSalle and University 
of Michigan President Harlan Hatcher. 
Selecting a college is one of the most important decisions you will make. If you're deciding where to attend 
school, Bowling Green would like to introduce 
you to our campus. Take a campus tour, meet 
with an admissions counselor, and learn what 
BGSU can offer you. We'll tell you about our 
150 undergraduate programs, our 160 clubs 
and activities, and the advantages of living in 
our residence halls. 
Come and see 
for yourself. 
PREVIEW DAYS are special campus events 
for prospective students. Academic programs, 
clubs, and admissions and financial aid all 
have representatives present to give you 
information. Preview Days are Saturday, 
October 19, 1985 and Saturday, December 7, 
1985. Both days' events begin at 9:30 a.m. in 
the University Union. 
CAMPUS TOURS leave the Office of 
Admissions daily at 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m., 
and Saturdays at 11:00 a.m. 
For more information, write or call: 
Office of Admissions 
110 McFall Center 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
Phone: 419/372-2086 
Advertiser's Index 
425 East Wooster St. 
LOCATED ACROSS THE RAILROAD 
TRACKS ON THE RIGHT 
OPEN TILL 1 A.M. 
•PARTY TRAYS */C£ 
•BEVERAGES 
•FRESH SANDWICHES 
•FULL SERVICE DELI 
•GROCERIES 
352-8723 
WFOB IFC 
GTE 2 
Foodtown 3 
Rudolph-Libbe 4 
University Bookstore 4 
Admissions Office  7 
Open Pantry 7 
BG Beverage 8 
Acme Beverage 10 
Marathon 16 
The Sentinel-Tribune 16 
Beerco 18 
Dinner Bell 20 
Chem Lawn  21 
Jeffrey's 22 
Navarre Olds-Cadillac 22 
The Anderson's 22 
Jazzercise  22 
WBGU 23 
Dishop Ford-Nissan  26 
Ricoh Copiers 27 
Pepsi 28-29 
Goodyear 30 
Blue Cross 34 
Gladieux 35 
Toledo Trust 35 
Heringhaus Furniture 35 
Al Smith Chrysler 37 
Wilson Shoes 37 
Frisch's  37 
French Knot 37 
Kaufman's 38 
Gumpp Cadillac 39 
Burger King 40 
BGSU Golf Course 41 
Breton Builders 41 
AAA 41 
Wendy's 43 
Charlie's Dodge 44 
Port Authority 44 
J.C. Penney 45 
Wizard Graphics 45 
BG Convention Bureau 45 
University Motor Lodge ....45 
Rocky Rococo Pizza 46 
Varsity BG Club 46 
SBX 47 
Pearl Oil 47 
School of HPER 49 
Cain's Potato Chips  49 
Falcon House 49 
Godfrey's 49 
Thayer Chevrolet 49 
BGSU Summer Sports Camp 50 
Kentucky Fried Chicken ... .50 
Elite Travel 50 
Dick Wilson Pontiac 53 
Baskin-Robbins 53 
College Station 53 
Gem Contractors 53 
Bee Gee Bookstore 54 
Wood Cable TV 54 
DC Ranch 54 
Kennedy Printing 55 
Myles Pizza  55 
State Home Savings 55 
Uhlman's 55 
Great Lakes Distributors ..IBC 
Schmidt-Hatfield Olds BC 
tf 
Distributed By:  Bowling Green Beverage, Inc.  • 
N.Dixie Highway  •   Bowling Green, Ohio  •  Ph:  352-BEERo r353-BEER 
The Wheels of The Falcons 
The Bowling Green State 
University Athletic Department 
recognizes and appreciates the 
efforts of the car dealers from 
Bowling Green, Fremont and 
Maumee pictured on this page. 
The generosity of these people 
and their support of Falcon 
athletics enables BGSU 
coaches to be on the road to 
recruit student-athletes, scout 
opponents and represent the 
University. 
Dick Wilson 
Dick Wilson Pontiac-Buick-GMC 
1099 N. Dixie Hwy. 
353-5151 
Al Smith 
Al Smith Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge 
921 N. Main 
352-5151 
Bob Schmidt 
Bob Schmidt Chevrolet 
1425 Reynolds (Maumee) 
800-472-3205 (in Ohio) 
Jim Navarre 
Navarre Oldsmobile-Cadillac 
1013 N. Main 
353-8241 
HE 
Paul Thayer 
Ralph Thayer Chevrolet 
N. Dixie Hwy. 
353-5751 
Joe McGee 
Paul-McGee Ford 
885 Hagerty Dr. (Fremont) 
334-9751 
Don Paul 
Paul-McGee Ford 
885 Hagerty Dr. (Fremont) 
334-9751 
<? 
Distributed Locally By Acme Beverage, Inc. ■ Findlay, Ohio 
Head Coach Denny Stolz 
In 17 years of coaching collegiate football, Denny Stolz 
has proven himself a winner. And in 1985, Stolz will un- 
doubtedly surpass a major milestone with his 100th career 
coaching victory in the college ranks. 
The dean of Mid-American Conference coaches, Stolz 
is among the top 20 active coaches in America for the second 
year in a row. With an overall record of 98-73-2 and a win- 
ning percentage of .572, Stolz ranks 18th on the active 
coaches list as compiled by Elmore "Scoop" Hudgins, vice 
president of the College Sports Broadcasting Company. 
Stolz, with previous head coaching spots at Alma Col- 
lege and Michigan State, has won Coach of the Year honors 
at all three institutions including being named MAC Coach of 
the Year following Bowling Green's 1982 MAC Champion- 
ship season. 
Stolz has built a reputation of breathing new life into 
each college football program. He accomplished that both at 
Alma and Michigan State before coming to Bowling Green in 
1977. His teams were undefeated in back-to-back seasons at 
Alma in 1967 and 1968. The 7-3-1 record his 1974 
Michigan State team compiled was the best in seven years in 
East Lansing, and earned Stolz Big Ten Coach of the Year 
honors. 
Stolz again rejuvenated the BGSU football program, 
leading the Falcons into contention for the MAC title in 
1980. In 1981, the Falcons overcame a slow start to win 
five consecutive games, ending up with a 5-5-1 overall 
record and a fourth place finish in the MAC with a 5-3-1 
league record. In 1982, the Falcons were on top of the MAC 
with a 7-2 conference record and a narrow one-point defeat 
in the California Bowl. In 1983, the Falcons were again one 
of the top teams in the MAC, finishing second with an 8-3 
overall record and a 7-2 league slate. 
Last season, the Falcons posted a second straight 8-3 
overall record with a 7-2 MAC mark. Over the last three 
seasons, Stolz' Falcons have the best MAC record with a 
21-6 ledger. In addition, Falcon teams are 14-1 at home 
over the last three years. 
Through his first eight seasons at Bowling Green, Stolz 
has led the Falcons to a 45-44-1 overall record. Against 
MAC competition, the Falcons are 40-26-1 under Stolz. 
Stolz is a native of Lansing, MI and grew up in Mason, 
MI. Stolz and his three brothers all attended Alma College 
and Denny earned a bachelor's degree in 1955. He played 
quarterback for the Scots, and upon graduation became the 
head football coach at Haslett (MI) High School, where he 
was 40-13-3 in nine years for a winning percentage of .741. 
Stolz then spent one year as defensive coordinator at 
Lansing Eastern High School before being named head 
coach at Alma prior to the 1965 season. 
Taking over a program that had produced only three 
wins in four previous years, Stolz soon led his alma mater to 
8-0 records for two consecutive years, and was named 
Michigan Coach of the Year in 1967. By the time he left 
Alma in 1971, Stolz had compiled a 34-16 record and led 
the school to two outright Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association championships, and one co-championship. 
His next stop was Michigan State, where Stolz served 
for two years as defensive coordinator for Duffy Daugherty 
before being named the Spartan's head coach in 1973. 
Again, Stolz turned around a struggling program and within 
two years, Michigan State had climbed to 7-3-1 overall and 
6-1-1 in the Big 10 for its best finish since the 1966 team 
went unbeaten. The Spartans finished twelfth in the 
Associated Press poll and eighteenth in the United Press In- 
ternational rankings, and Stolz was named Big 10 Coach of 
the Year. 
Michigan State finished 7-4 the next year, beating 
Notre Dame 10-3 at South Bend. Stolz resigned from 
Michigan State in 1976, with a 19-13-1 record, the only 
winning record in the Big 10 outside of Ohio State or 
Michigan during the preceding three years. 
Born September 12, 1934, Denny and his wife, Cena, 
have a son, Doak, 25, and two daughters, Dawn, 24, and 
Denise, 18. 
Denny Stolz' 26-Year Coaching Record 
Won 138, Lost 86, Tied 5, Pet. .616 
MS a nign zcnooi net icr uoac tl (1955-63) 9 years 40-13-3 (.741) 
Asa College Head Coach (1965-Present) 17 years 98-73-2 (■572) 
Conference Overall 
1965 Alma College 1-4 5th 3 5 0 
.375 
1966 Alma College 3-2 5th 4 5 0 .444 
1967 Alma College 5-0 1st 8 0 0 1.000 
1968 Alma College 5-0 1st 8 0 0 1.000 
1969 Alma College 4-1 2nd 6 3 0 .667 
1970 Alma College 4-1 1st-Tie 5 3 0 
.625 
(6 years) 22-8 MIAA 34 16 0 .680 
1973 Michigan State 4-4 4th-Tie 5 6 0 .454 
1974 Michigan State 6-1-1 3rd 7 3 1 .681 
1975 Michigan State 4-4 3rd-Tie 7 4 0 .636 
(3 years) 14-9-1 Big 10 19 13 1 .590 
1977 Bowling Green 4-3 4th 5 7 0 .417 
1978 Bowling Green 3-5 5th-Tie 4 7 0 .364 
1979 Bowling Green 3-5 8th 4 7 0 .364 
1980 Bowling Green 4-4 7th 4 7 0 .364 
1981  Bowling Green 5-3-1 4th 5 5 1 .500 
1982 Bowling Green 7-2 1st 7 5 0 .583 
1983 Bowling Green 7-2 2nd-Tie 8 3 0 .727 
1984 Bowling Green 7-2 2nd 8 3 0 .727 (8 years) 40-26-1 MAC 45 44 1 .506 
Denny Stolz 
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Bowling Green State University Board of Trustees 
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Bowling Green, OH 
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Marion, OH 
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Bowling Green, OH 
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Bowling Green, OH 
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Milan, OH 
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Beverly Hills, CA 
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Toledo, OH 
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Fostoria, OH 
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President   Paul J. Olscamp 
Since Dr. Paul J. Olscamp became the 
eighth president of Bowling Green State 
University in July, 1982, several changes 
have been made that will bring Bowling 
Green into the ranks of nationally important 
universities. 
Upon his arrival from Western 
Washington University, where he spent 
seven years as president, Olscamp announc- 
ed plans to greatly expand the faculty's role 
in the operation of the University. "The best 
planning is when those being affected are in- 
cluded in the planning process," Olscamp 
reasoned. 
Since then, more than 30 percent of the 
faculty and a large number of staff and 
students have participated in decisions that 
will have a profound impact upon the future 
course of Bowling Green. 
In rapid order came the first major revi- 
sion of the Faculty Charter, the school's 
primary governance document, and the 
development of a Role and Mission state- 
ment, dramatically changing the course for 
Bowling Green over the next decade. Clear 
indication of support was the Faculty 
Senate's 60-1-1 endorsement of the plan. 
Faculty now have greater control over 
the curriculum and participate directly in the 
formulation of the budget. They also share 
authority with the University president in in- 
terpreting the charter. The chair and vice- 
chair of the Faculty Senate sit with all Board 
of Trustee committees and represent faculty 
concerns to them. 
@ 
Olscamp also moved quickly to 
strengthen the collections and services of the 
Jerome Library and set the goal of joining 
the Association of Research Libraries, com- 
prising the country's top 100 research 
libraries. Admittance to the ARL should 
come much sooner than originally planned. 
In 1983 Olscamp was instrumental in 
Bowling Green's being approved for 
membership in the National Association of 
State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, 
the oldest university association in the coun- 
try, comprising the nation's 143 best univer- 
sities. 
Students have always occupied an im- 
portant place on Olscamp's agenda and 
several moves during the past two years 
have significantly improved student life at 
Bowling Green. In May, 1984, the Board of 
Trustees approved a student legal services 
program, the first of its kind in Ohio to 
employ an attorney. Both the program and 
the attorney are financed by a special volun- 
tary fee that, so far, has drawn support from 
more than 80 percent of the student body. 
Since August, 1982, the student govern- 
ment presidents have met with Trustee com- 
mittees the night before regular board 
meetings, as well as in public meeting. 
An installment payment plan was 
developed enabling students to defer fee 
payments over the course of a semester. 
From its beginning in September, 1983, the 
plan has been popular with students, 
resulting in more young men and women 
being able to attend the University. 
Another student benefit has been the in- 
stallation of computer labs in the University's 
nine major residence halls, reflecting 
Olscamp's desire to have all students who 
graduate from Bowling Green to have a 
background in computer usage. 
As a state university president, Olscamp 
has made it a point, as he did in 
Washington, to become familiar with the 
workings of state government and its 
legislators. 
He is married to the former Ruth Ilene 
Pratt, a native of Akron. A practicing speech 
pathologist who is currently coordinator of 
clinical services in the University's School of 
Speech Communication, she is a graduate of 
Heidleberg College and Ohio University. 
Prout Chapel 
As Bowling Green State University approaches the 75th anniversary of its 
founding, the personalized small school atmosphere of its early years remains 
while the range of educational opportunities available to students is that ex- 
pected of a large university. 
When Bowling Green Normal School opened its doors in 1910, there 
were 10 faculty members and 304 students, all of whom were studying to be 
teachers. Today the University has more than 700 faculty; 16,000 students on 
its main campus, and undergraduate Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business 
Administration, Education, Health and Community Services, and Musical 
Arts; a School of Technology, and a Graduate College. Within the 
undergraduate colleges are Schools of Art, Journalism, Nursing, Speech 
Communication, and Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 
In all, the University offers more than 150 undergraduate degree pro- 
grams, 17 associate degree programs, 60 master's degree programs, 9 doc- 
Student Recreation Center 
The University's students come from throughout the United States and 
more than 60 foreign nations. While most students are between the ages of 
18-22, the number of those older than 25 is increasing. During the spring term 
of the 1983-84 academic year, there were 1,400 "non-traditional" adult 
students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate degree programs on a full- 
or part-time basis. 
The focal point of the 1,250-acre campus is the nine-story Jerome 
Library, with its collection of more than 766,000 volumes, 1.35 million 
microforms, 425,000 government documents, and 7,600 periodicals. Special 
sections of the library include the Center for Archival Collections which houses 
materials relevant to northwest Ohio history; the Institute for Great Lakes 
Research containing materials on the shipping industry's past and present, 
and the Sound Recording Archives with 250,000 recordings. 
Bowling Green State University 
toral degree programs and 4 specialist degree programs. 
In addition to courses on the main campus, The University's Firelands 
College campus, located in Huron, Ohio, offers 17 two-year associate degree 
programs, as well as courses which fulfill the first two years of the bachelor 
degree requirement. Firelands College enrolls about 1,200 students. 
Fully accredited at the highest state, regional and national levels, the 
quality of the University has been demonstrated recently by the decision of Phi 
Beta Kappa to establish a chapter on campus and by Bowling Green's election 
to membership in the National Association of State Universities and Land 
Grant Colleges. 
The University's faculty members, 75 percent of whom hold doctorates, 
include Fulbright Scholars, authors and nationally known leaders in their 
respective fields. The caliber of the faculty is reflected, too, in the number of 
academic programs which are regionally and nationally known, among them, 
the psychology and chemistry departments which received 1984 Ohio Board 
of Regents Program Excellence Awards, established by the state legislature to 
recognize and reward high quality academic programs at state-assisted institu- 
tions. 
Committed to teaching, faculty are scholars as well, generating new 
knowledge through independent research and involvement in University units 
such as the Population and Society Research Center, the Center for En- 
vironmental Research and Services, the Center for the Study of Popular 
Culture, and the Social Philosophy and Policy Center. Bowling Green is also 
the site of the National Drosophila Species Center and the Mid-American 
Stock Center—the largest scientific facilities of their kind in the world—where 
University faculty assist in supplying some 400 species of fruit flies to scientists 
involved in genetics and cancer research around the globe. 
The University is continually refurbishing existing buildings and upgrading 
facilities to meet current need. An example underway is the remodeling of 
West Hall, the former music building, to provide up-to-date facilities for the 
School of Journalism and the radio-television-film program. Another is the re- 
cent addition of numerous computer facilities across campus, including 
microcomputer laboratories for student use in residence halls, to ensure all 
Bowling Green students are familiar with the technology of the computer age 
in which we live. 
The newest of the more than 100 campus buildings is the $7.2 million 
Physical Sciences Laboratory that opened in 1984. The 52,800 square-foot 
science building is the most modern facility of its kind in Ohio, and features 30 
laboratories, a planetarium, roof-top astronomical observatory and state-of- 
the-art equipment for teaching and research in chemistry, physics and 
astronomy. 
The Physical Sciences Laboratory is not for the sole use of students and 
faculty, however. Special programs are held at the planetarium for the public, 
the latest addition to a wide array of ways the University serves Ohio's citizens. 
Others include the Management Center which offers training, consulting 
and research assistance to business and industry; WBGU-TV, the University's 
award-winning public television station; the Creative Arts Program which pro- 
vides instruction in music and dance for young people; Continuing Education 
courses and conferences for adults as well as children; the Speech and Hear- 
ing Clinic with its diagnostic and treatment services; NETWORK BG which 
assists business and industry in utilizing University resources, and cultural 
events ranging from public concerts and art shows to theater productions and 
lectures. 4? 
Athletic Staff 
Follow Bowling Green Basketball and Hockey 
1985-1986 Falcon Hockey 1985-1986 Falcon Basketball 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
11-12 
18-19 
25 
26 
1 
2 
8-9 
15-16 
22 
23 
29-30 
6-7 
13-14 
21 
28-29 
3-4 
10 
11 
17 
18 
24-25 
31 & 
1 
7 
8 
14-15 
21-22 
27 — 
2 
7-8 
21-22 
27-29 
at Ferris State 7:30 
LAKE SUPERIOR 7:30 
at Michigan 7:30 
MICHIGAN 7:30 
OHIO STATE 7:30 
at Ohio State 7:30 
CLARKSON 7:30 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 7:30 
at Michigan State 7:30 
MICHIGAN STATE 7:30 
MIAMI 7:30 
at Illinois-Chicago 7:30 
FERRIS STATE 7:30 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA (EXH) 1:30 
at Lake Placid Tournament TBA 
at Lake Superior            8:00/7:30 
MICHIGAN 7:30 
at Michigan 7:30 
at Ohio State 7:30 
OHIO STATE 7:30 
at St. Lawrence 7:30 
at Western Michigan 7:30 
MICHIGAN STATE 7:30 
at Michigan State 7:30 
at Miami 7:30 
ILLINOIS-CHICAGO 7:30 
CCHA Play-Offs TBA 
CCHA Finals (Detroit) TBA 
NCAA Play-Offs TBA 
NCAA Finals at TBA 
Providence, Rl 
Nov. 30 AKRON 3:00 
Dec. 7 at Princeton 7:00 
Dec. 12 DEFIANCE 8:00 
Dec. 14 at Morehead State 7:30 
Dec. 16 at Murray State 7:30 
Dec. 21 INDIANA STATE 8:00 
Dec. 27-28 at Josten's Tourney 
(Philadelphia) 
TBA 
Jan. 2 at Miami 7:30 
Jan. 4 WESTERN MICHIGAN 8:00 
Jan. 8 at Central Michigan 8:00 
Jan. 11 OHIO UNIVERSITY 8:00 
Jan. 15 EASTERN MICHIGAN 8:00 
Jan. 18 at Toledo 8:00 
Jan. 22 NORTHERN ILLINOIS 8:00 
Jan. 25 at Kent State 8:00 
Jan. 29 BALL STATE 8:00 
Feb. 1 at Western Michigan 3:00 
Feb. 3 EASTERN KENTUCKY 8:00 
Feb. 5 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 8:00 
Feb. 8 at Ohio University 3:30 
Feb. 12 at Eastern Michigan 8:00 
Feb. 15 TOLEDO 8:00 
Feb. 19 at Northern Illinois 7:30 
Feb. 22 KENT STATE 3:00 
Feb. 26 at Ball State 7:35 
Mar. 1 MIAMI 3:00 
Mar. 6-8 MAC Tournament 
(Rockford, IL) 
TBA 
I am interested in 
purchasing 1985-1986 
Falcon Season Tickets 
Name 
Address. 
City  _State_ . Zip Code_ 
Phone. 
I am interested in: 
.Hockey Tickets .Basketball Tickets 
Please clip and mail to: 
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE 
Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(419) 372-2762 
$ 
dfte Vuiiy JSmtintl-dnhum 
Wood County's Favorite Daily 
Sports Information Newspaper 
Read about the results of this game 
and all the Falcons' major sports 
events in the Sentinel-Tribune. You'll 
also find coverage of teams in the 
Mid-American Conference, Big Ten, 
the pros and high schools. 
Phone 352-4611 or Toledo Toll 
Free 385-7311 For Daily Delivery. 
A/so On Sale At Most Newsstands 
j$ 
Falcon Coaches 
TIM McCONNELL, Defensive Coordinator 
5th Season, Wisconsin, '77 
--**- 
SCOTT DUNCAN, Offensive Line 
3rd Season, Northwestern '80 
MARK SMfTH, Defensive Line 
1st Season, Purdue, 79 
*»   IP* 
^ 
JON HOKE, Defensive Backs 
3rd Season, Ball State '80 
JAN QUARLESS, Offensive Line 
3rd Season, Northern Michigan, '73 
DAYNE PALSGROVE, Graduate Assistant 
Bowling Green, '84 
REGGIE OLIVER, Running Backs 
2nd Season, Marshall, '75 
MARK MILLER, Receivers 
3rd Season, Bowling Green, '78 
' 
-III 
ED SCHMIDT, Defensive Line 
2nd Season, Wyoming, '73 
RAY McCARTNEY, Guilford, '80, and BRIAN ROCK, 
Bowling Green, '85, Graduate Assistants 
4? 
\bu can always tell when its 
DINNERSBELL 
4? 
1985 Cheerleaders 
-..'"; 
t * 11 Ji i i 
Top Row, left to right: Stephanie Corrado, Columbus, OH; Janice Lutz, Kingsville, OH; Kimi 
Mills, Dublin, OH; Chris DeAngelo, Sandusky, OH; Michele Murphy, Cincinnati, OH; Julie 
Anderson, Clayton, OH. Bottom Row, left to right: Jimi Mauri; John Morehart, Circleville, OH; 
Chet Johnson, Crestline, OH; Wiley Blevins, (Captain), Norwalk, OH; Don Willeman, 
Napoleon, OH; Jerome Fresch, Sandusky, OH. 
1985 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
MEDIA GUIDE 
Relive the 1984 
season while 
reading profiles 
of the Falcon 
returning lettermen. 
newcomers, and all 
the Bowling Green 
football records 
and statistics. 
All for only 
$3 
Send check made out to BGSU to: 
Sports Information 
BGSU Stadium 
Bowling Green, OH 43403 
ACKMUWN 
AMERICA'S LEADER IN PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE. 
> A Thicker. Greener Lawn. 
> Year-Round Scientific 
Lawn Care Program. 
i Professionally-Trained 
Specialists. 
■ Balanced Feeding. 
' Weed & Insect Control. 
■ Service Calls & Consultations 
At No Additional Charge. 
* We Guarantee 
Your Satisfaction. li 
W    We'll Keep Working Until 
You Are Satisfied. Or 
II    We'll Refund Your Money. 
i'lHIMIHIHIKIMIKI 
FOR YOUR FREE 
LAWN ANALYSIS CALL 
874-3575 
26691 Eckel 
Perrysburg, OH 43551 
Ask About Our Other Guaranteed Services: 
TREE & SHRUB CARE 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS 
COLLEGE SPORTS 
INFORMATION 
DIRECTORS 
OF 
AMERICA 
Salutes: 
DON CUNNINGHAM 
Former Sports Information Director 
BOWLING GREEN 
COSIDA Hall of Fame 
4? 
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You Are The Key To Success . 
Falcon Club Pep Rally at the NCAA Ice Hockey Championship, 
Lake Placid, NY. 
YOU ARE THE KEY TO SUCCESS. . . 
...for Falcon teams. The Bowling Green 
Athletic Department depends on the Falcon 
Club to raise more than $200,000 annually to 
help fund athletic grant-in-aids, recruiting of 
prospective student-athletes, and athletic 
facilities budgets. 
Members of the Falcon Club are friends, 
parents and alumni who provide financial sup- 
port, volunteer hours and advisory expertise to 
the BGSU athletic program and share the many 
benefits the Falcon Club has to offer. 
The Falcon Club has ambitious goals for 1985 
and is eager to involve YOU in our activities.The 
need to support the program has never been 
greater. Your financial contribution and BGSU's 
athletic program are a winning tradition! 
Our benefits are listed below. If you would 
like more information, please call the Falcon 
Club office which is located here on the west 
side of the stadium. Director of Athletic 
Development Chuck Nagle, Assistant Director 
Brenda Swihart and secretary Jan Kiehl will be 
happy to serve you. 
FALCON CLUB MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 
FINANCIAL: 
* Tax Deductible 
* BGSU Alumni Giving Credit 
* Gift Designation 
* Return of Contribution 
SOCIAL: 
* Pre- and Post-Game Parties and 
Luncheons 
* Greens Fees for BGSU Golf Course 
* Preferred Parking for Football, Basketball 
& Hockey Games 
* Ticket Priority 
* Season Tickets 
INFORMATIONAL: 
* Calendar of Events 
* Falcon Club Newsletter 
* Sports Brochures 
RECOGNITION: 
* Membership Certificate 
* Recognition in Athletic Department and 
Falcon Club Publications 
* (Certain benefits dependent on level of contribution) 
JOIN 
HE FALCON CLUB 
Dear Falcon Fan: 
We share your enthusiastic desire for winning 
athletics at Bowling Green. You are the key to a 
successful program. To continue our success, 
however, we must meet the financial challenges of 
athletic excellence. 
Falcon Club membership offers you an oppor- 
tunity to get behind our teams and coaches. 
Falcon Club donations have greatly aided our pro- 
gram, and to continue the winning tradition in 
1 985 will require a supreme Falcon Club effort. 
I am Interested in learning 
Club and its activities. 
Name 
more about the Falcon 
Street 
Citv State 
Phone 
Clip and mail to: The Falcon Club, Athletic Dept. B.G.S.U., 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 or call (419)  372-7100. 
/$ 
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^Siere? 
Where can you get your Corning 
Ware? Hardware? Underwear? 
Who can lavish you with fragrant 
red roses, golden earrings and 
bubbly pink champagne? 
Who else sells captain's chairs, 
private label lawn fertilizer and 
accepts major credit cards? 
Where can you find pints of 
sweet strawberries, gallons of 
paint and pounds of freshly 
ground coffee? 
Where else can you buy fragrant 
pine trees, quality pine cabinets 
and durable pine tar? 
Who offers you creamy Swiss 
cheese, smooth French wine and 
fragrant packages of English 
Breakfast tea? 
Where can you find car oil, cook- 
ing oil and baby oil? 
Where can you get all these qual- 
ity items and more at great prices? 
MAUMEE- 
TOLEDO - 
■ 518 ILLINOIS AVE. at FORD ST 
4701 TALMADGE RD   at MONROE ST 
The €§£&£» 
Andersons I 
NAVARRE 
OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC, Inc. 
1013 N. Main 353-8241 
Bowling Green        Tol. 255-7073 
'YOUR SA TISFA CTIONIS OUR 
MEASURE OF SUCCESS" 
Sandy 
1 4? 
Look Your Best... 
With Jazzer rise 
ONE FREE CLASS 
With this Ad 
For new students when 
registering for one session. 
■ The Best Instructors 
■ The Best aerobics plus a 
well-rounded workout 
■ The Best dance exercise 
program in the world 
It's time to look great, have fun 
and be fit. There's only one 
Jazzercise, join today. 
(.all for class information and location. 
SHARON PAHL 
352-7936 
The Original, The Best, The Leader" 
Q Q OFFICIAL 
FALCON SOUVENIRS 
ON SALE 
THROUGHOUT THE GAME 
ON BOTH SIDES OF 
THE STADIUM! 
Additional Falcon Items 
On Sale Daily At: 
THE FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
jfr 352-3610 /^ 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Ze 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zoomba 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba Zoomba Zi 
Roll 'em down you BG warriors 
Roll 'em down and win for BGSU 
(Repeat the first four lines) 
Spirit 
& 
Tradition 
Alma Mater 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and 
daughters 
Adding to thy fame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
From our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
Take TIME OUT for 
WBGU-TV's weekly 
sports magazine. 
Enjoy football highlights, interviews 
and profiles of BGSU's top-ranked 
athletes and coaches. 
Thursdays 5:30 pm 
WBGU-TV 57/27 
TV Worth Watching! 
4? 
The Bowling Green football team 
couldn't have picked a more appropriate 
opponent for its 75th Anniversary and 
Homecoming Celebrations. 
The winner of today's game will take 
home the first annual Anniversary award. 
The Anniversary Award will be a rotating 
plaque that will belong to the winner of the 
annual Bowling Green-Kent State football 
game for one year, or until the date of the 
next game. It is in honor of the fact that both 
Bowling Green and Kent State are 
celebrating their 75th Anniversary in 1 985. 
Choosing the actual plaque that would 
become the Anniversary Award was not an 
easy task, according to BGSU Alumni 
Director Larry Weiss. "We conducted a six- 
month search before we settled on some- 
thing that was appropriate for our 'sister 
school' relationship," said Weiss. "The 
award is elegant and nice yet different from 
most awards that you would see that rotate 
between schools." 
Kent State University, the Falcon's com- 
petitor today, was BG's first ever football 
victory 65 years ago. 
"Both of the schools were started at the 
same time and both Kent State's and BG's 
athletic programs grew up together," said 
former sports information director and 
associate athletic director Don Cun- 
ningham. "The two teams have played a lot 
of Homecoming games against each other." 
In 1934, the two teams battled to a 
scoreless tie, but the next year, the Golden 
Flashes destroyed BG, 45-0. 
The next five years, KSU had the upper 
hand in the series, beating BG three times 
and tying once in five games. 
Under coach Robert Whitfaker, the 
Falcons beat the Golden Flashes 12-6 in 
1941, in dramatic fashion. 
With time running out and the score tied 
6-6, captain Eddie Wellner hit end Wayne 
Bordner with a 1 3-yard scoring toss to give 
BG the victory. A pass interference call put 
the Falcons on the 13-yard line. 
The next year, KSU got its revenge by 
spoiling BG's Homecoming with a 7-0 vic- 
tory. The only points were scored in the 
second quarter with Golden Flash wingback 
Robert E. Lee Dutton scored on a two-yard 
run. 
The FALCONS and FLASHES 
The Bowling Green-Kent State Rivalry 
Is Full Of History And Tradition 
by Ron Fritz 
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Known as the Normals back in 1920, 
BG beat the Golden Flashes 7-0 at Kent 
State. After losing three games in 1919 and 
their first four the year after, the Normals 
beat KSU in their final game of the season. 
BG Captain Charles Clucus scored on a 
two-yard plunge late in the first half to give 
the Normals the game's only touchdown. 
"Well we didn't win too many games 
when I was there," Clucus said. "But we had 
a real good defense and hardly got scored 
on." 
Dallas March, who quarterbacked the 
Normals in that initial win, had several long 
runs to set up Clucus' run. March said the 
victory meant a lot to the whole team. 
"It really was an exciting win," March 
said. "We had a great team and that win was 
extra special to us. It really was quite a thing 
for us to get the college's first football win." 
The Golden Flashes and the Normals 
met in the first game of the next season in 
Bowling Green and battled to a 0-0 tie in 
front of a very quiet 500 people. 
The fans had to subdue their enthusiasm 
because a local resident was extremely ill in 
a home next to the field. 
The two teams met three more times 
before they joined the Ohio Conference in 
1934. BG held a 3-0-2 advantage in the 
series up to that point. 
Bruce Bellard, now mayor of Bowling 
Green, was a starting guard for the Falcons 
in 1941 and 1942. He said the KSU-BG 
rivalry was very evident. 
"We knew very well that to be defeated by 
Kent State would be a problem for us," said 
Bellard. "Both Kent and us were vying for 
the same players and students from North- 
east Ohio. It didn't look good to lose." 
Bellard's college football career was 
postponed for a few years because of 
military duty, but he came back to BG in 
1 947 to regain his starting position. 
The two teams hooked up in a classic 
battle in 1947 with the Falcons winninq 
21-18. 
In front of a Homecoming crowd of over 
5,000 in BG, the Falcons staged a remark- 
able comeback. Trailing 18-7 late in the 
fourth quarter, BG quarterback Ennis 
Walker threw a 28-yard scoring pass to 
Max Minnich. 
Now trailing 18-14, BG's defense stop- 
ped the Golden Flashes cold and KSU was 
forced to punt. Minnich then took a hand-off 
from Walker and carried the ball 40 yards 
to the three-yard line. Howie Schaetzke took 
the ball into the end zone from there to give 
the Falcons the win. After that game, BG 
held a 6-5-4 lead in the series. 
The team just got together and said 'by 
golly' we're not going to lose to them " sairl 
Bellard. '      ° 
Bellard will also remember that game for 
another reason - it was the only time in 
his career that he was carried off the field 
"I hurt my back and couldn't walk off the 
field," he said. "It still bothers me to this 
day." 
After Kent State joined the Mid-American 
Conference in 1 951, the Falcons joined the 
MAC a year later. 
In 1 955, Doyt L. Perry became coach of 
the Falcons and had to face a heavily- 
favored KSU team in Kent in the second 
game of the season. The teams battled to a 
6-6 tie. Bellard was an assistant coach for 
the Falcons that year. 
"Kent State accused use of spying on 
their practices," Bellard said. "But we didn't 
have anybody at their practices. We just 
knew what they were going to do." 
In the next nine meetings between the 
two teams, the Falcons won eight games. 
In 1 965, both teams were undefeated in 
the conference and were battling for the 
league crown when they met. 
The game was played in Kent in front of 
1 9,000 Homecoming fans, but BG fought 
for a 7-6 victory. 
With KSU on the Falcons' two-yard line 
as time was running out, the Golden 
Flashes' coach, Leo Strang, decided to send 
tailback Willie Asbury up the middle on 
fourth down, but he was stopped inches 
short of the goal line. 
The next season, KSU got revenge with a 
35-1 3 victory against the Falcons. 
"We waited a year for this game," Strang 
said after the lopsided game. "And we 
weren't about to lose." 
Max Minnich keys BG's 1947 win over 
Kent State. 
Kent State won the 1972 game, 14-10, but this Flash was stopped cold. 
Jeff Groth's punt return for a touchdown 
was crucial to BG's 1977 Kent State 
victory. 
The Falcons had the best of the series 
the next couple of years with former BG 
quarterback Don Nehlen at the coaching 
helm. 
Then, in 1972, the Falcons were upset 
by the then 1 -3-1 Golden Flashes in front 
of 20,000 Homecoming fans at Doyt L. 
Perry Stadium. KSU went on to win the 
MAC title and go to the Tangerine Bowl. 
KSU coach that year, Don James, now 
coach at the University of Washington, 
remembers the game well. 
"Don Nehlen had told a Detroit radio 
station that there was no way the Golden 
Flashes were going to beat BG, Toledo and 
Miami, and go to the Tangerine Bowl," 
James said. "So we played a tape of his 
statements to our players before the game 
to get them fired up." 
James said he felt the rivalry right away 
when the Flashes were going to face BG. 
"I could sense the rivalry as the games 
against BG got nearer," he said. "Those 
were fun days and good football." 
Mark Miller, now an assistant coach at 
BG, starred in three of the Falcons' wins 
over KSU in the mid-1 970's. He said the 
rivalry was evident when he was a fresh- 
man, but not the later years. 
"I was being recruited by Kent and I 
went to see them play BG my senior year 
in high school," he said. "It was very evi- 
dent that there was a rivalry. It was an in- 
tense game that Kent won." 
Miller said the biggest rivalry between 
the two teams in the 70's was in the 
recruiting of players. 
"When I was a senior, eight of our 11 
offensive starters were from Stark County 
which is about 20 minutes from Kent," he 
said. "But the rivalry had become less and 
less of a thing because we have beat them 
every year lately." 
Current Falcon coach Denny Stolz has 
never lost to Kent State. Yet, that doesn't 
reduce his respect for the Golden Flashes. 
"Kent State, in our mind, belongs in the 
class of a very physical team," said Stolz 
recently. "They always hit us well." 
Two games that stick out in Stolz' mind 
is the 1977 contest when flanker Jeff 
Groth returned a punt 51-yards to key a 
14-10 Falcon win. The 1983 contest, 
another Falcon win, was difficult because 
Kent State "showed us a number of dif- 
ferent looks that made it difficult to play." 
Though the Bowling Green-Kent State 
rivalry does not quite draw the attention of 
the Falcons' games against Toledo and 
Miami, the Kent State rivalry remains one 
that is steeped in tradition. 
® 
BOWLING GREEN FALCONS 
No. Name 
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99 Tom Addle DE 6-3 250 Fr 
51 Bob Adelsperger OT 6-4 220 Jr. 
87 Ron Austin TE 6-3 220 Fr 
95 Gerald Bayless TE 6-4 235 Sr 
53 Scott Beckley LS 6-2 190 Fr 
47 Anthony Bell LB 5-9 196 Fr 
30 Keith Best DB 5-10 183 Jr. 
54 Doug Bitler DL 6-2 240 So 
64 Dave Bittner OG 6-0 255 Sr. 
14 Mark Bongers FL 6-0 178 So 
21 Tom Bonham WR 5-10 159 Fr. 
25 Joe Boxley FL 5-10 161 Sr, 
11 Jerry Brocks DB 5-10 170 Fr, 
50 Stan Brue C 6-2 240 Sr. 
39 Dean Bryson DB 5-1 199 Jr. 
63 Derrick Carr DL 6-5 230 Fr. 
9 Doug Carrico OB 6-3 213 Sr, 
17 Pat Clarksean QB 6-1 190 Fr. 
84 Howard Copeland TE 6-3 235 Fr. 
48 Jack Coppess LB 6-2 240 Jr. 
30 Will Cox WR 5-11 175 So. 
8 Jeff Davis TB 5-11 200 Jr. 
88 Troy Dawson LB 6-2 240 Sr. 
15 Sean Dykes DB 5-11 174 Sr. 
38 Charles Edgerfon RB 5-10 218 Fr. 
55 Mike Estep OG 6-4 265 Sr. 
41 Joe Foley LB 6-1 204 Jr. 
96 Mike Foor NT 6-2 255 Sr. 
91 Derrick Gant TE 6-3 200 So. 
32 Lesley Harris DB 5-10 173 So. 
56 Chris Hartman DE 6-0 230 Sr. 
78 David Haynes DL 6-3 225 So. 
82 Ronald Heard WR 5-10 170 Fr. 
60 Eric Helgesen C 6-3 245 Jr. 
27 Rick Howard 
John Hunter 
DB 
DE 
6-0 180 Jr. 
86 6-3 210 Jr. 
22 Stan Hunter 
Andre Jackson 
WR 
TB 
6-2 183 Sr. 
28 5-11 205 Sr. 
4 Michael Jackson 
Erik Johnson LB 
6-4 200 So. 
49 6-2 235 Jr. 
92 Greg Johnson DT 5-11 235 Jr. 
13 Greg A. Johnson J|P 6-2 185 Jr. 72 Mike Joyce JBTOT 6-4 267 Sr. 
57 John Kaplan JV DL 6-2 230 Jr. 
7 Rod King JH  °B 5-11  j 175 Jr. 
94 Dave Kinzie 0^*' DL ■k.6"4 I 235 Fr. 21 Kyle Kramer >.   DBS 6-3 170 Fr. 
45 Dave Kriceri RB 5-11 191 Fr, 
34 Bill Kuhlman FB 6-1 221 Sr, 
58 Larry Lambright LB 6-3 230 Fr. 
98 Colby Latimer LB 6-2 195 Fr. 
74 Neal Mahoney OL 6-2 240 Jr. 
5 Melvin Marshall DB 5-9 192 Sr. 
97 Bill McClure TE 6-3 235 So. 
18 Brian McClure QB 6-6 230 Sr. 
16 Tony McCorvey DB 5-11 160 So. 
67 Bill McCreary OL 6-2 260 Jr. 
36 Mike McGee TB 6-1 210 So. 
81 Greg Meehan FL 6-0 193 Sr. 
73 Rick Mitchell OT 6-4 240 Sr. 
66 Mike Murray NT 6-2 220 So. 
80 Chris Neal TE 6-6 215 Sr, 
12 Rick Neiman QB 6-3 191 Sr. 
77 Mark Nelson OL 6-4 270 Jr. 
31 Mike Often FB 6-0 210 Jr. 
85 Tony Parker DE 6-1 190 Jr. 
52 Chris Plescia OL 6-3 235 Jr. 
33 Mark Polivka LB 6-3 229 Jr. 
24 Ken Rankin WR 5-11 150 So. 
90 Norm Recla DT 6-2 209 Sr, 
3 Ray Redd DB 5-10 183 Jr. 
68 Robert Rogers LB 5-11 218 So. 
23 Dean Rutan FL 6-1 186 Jr. 
10 Jeff Sandru OB 6-3 212 So. 
46 Dennis Schiets DE 6-2 218 So, 
35 George Schmelzle FB 6-1 230 Sr. 
61 Dan Schriner OG 6-2 268 Sr. 
65 Ken Schriner OL 6-2 240 So. 
43 Paul Schweitzer LB 6-2 206 Jr. 
1 Paul Silvi PK 5-9 158 Jr. 
19 Eric Smith QB 6-3 191 So. 
2 Ray Southard DB 5-9 190 Fr. 
62 Mark Sparger OG 6-5 235 Fr, 
20 Darryl Story TB 5-11 171 Jr, 
75 Greg Studrawa OG 6-3 254 Jr. 
83 Reggie Thornton WR 5-11 170 Fr. 67 Ron Todd OG 6-3 260 Fr. 37 Fred Turner DB 5-10 170 Jr. 
89 Andre Vaughn DB 6-1 190 Fr. 44 Vince Villanucci DT 6-2 250 Sr. 
40 Ron Viscounte RB 5-11 205 Fr. 
59 Phil Walker DT 6-2 250 Jr. 70 Bill Whan OT 6-5 240 Fr. 
26 Bernard White TB 5-9 202 Sr. 79 Calvin Whitfield DL 6-4 215 Fr. 76 Eric Williams OT 6-4 271 Jr. 93 Wayne Wright LB 6-3 175 Fr. 6 Jason Zeller PK 5-8 192 Fr. 42 Shawn Zimmerman LB 6-3 225 Fr. 
Pos.        Ht.       Wt.       Yr.     Hometown-High School 
Akron, OH (Hoban) 
Tiffin, OH (Mohawk) 
Southfield, Ml 
Dayton, OH (Belmont) 
Bellevue. OH 
Detroit,  Ml, (Central) 
Upper Sandusky, OH 
Montpelier, OH 
Akron, OH (St. Vincent-St. Mary) 
Westlake, OH 
Howell, NJ 
Las Vegas. NV (Western) 
Detroit, Ml (Cooley) 
Columbus, OH (Bishop Hartley) 
Dayton, OH (Colonel White) 
Detroit, Ml (MacKenzie) 
Vermilion, OH (Firelands) 
Bakersfield, CA 
Piscataway, NJ 
Groveport, OH (Madison) 
Centerville, OH 
Flint, Ml (Southwestern) 
New Concord, OH (John Glenn) 
New Orleans, LA (Jos. S. Clark) 
Columbus, OH (Northland) 
Newark, OH 
Gahanna, OH (Lincoln) 
North Ridgeville, OH 
Toledo, OH (St, Francis) 
Flint, Ml (Beecher) 
Lorain, OH 
Columbus, OH (Eastmoor) 
Detroit, Ml (Cody) 
Oceanside, CA 
Canton, OH (South) 
Detroit, Ml (DePorres) 
Dayton, OH (Northmont) 
Alliance, OH 
Detroit, Ml (Murray Wright) 
Warren, OH (Harding) 
Detroit, Ml (MacKenzie) 
Cincinnati, OH (Moeller) 
Wheaton, IL 
West Bloomfield, Ml (Andover) 
Youngstown, OH (South) 
Toronto, ONT (Lome Park) 
Dayton, OH (Fairmont) 
Woodbury, MN 
Van Wert, OH 
Norton, OH 
Dayton, OH (Dunbar) 
Toledo, OH (St. John's) 
Dayton, OH (Stebbins) 
Ravenna, OH (Rootstown) 
Ravenna, OH (Rootstown) 
Toledo, OH (St. Francis) 
Wooster, OH 
Dayton, OH (Belmont) 
Phoenix, AZ (Shadow Mtn.) 
Tucson, AZ (Marana) 
Berea, OH 
Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml (North) 
Euclid, OH 
Bloomington, MN (Jefferson) 
Coldwater, OH 
Arkon, OH (Garfield) 
Circleville, OH 
Parma, OH 
Columbus, OH (Beechcroft) 
Livonia, Ml (Churchill) 
Dayton, OH (Wayne) 
Northfield, OH (Walsh Jesuit) 
Urbana, OH 
Martins Ferry, OH 
Oak Harbor, OH 
Columbus, OH (Bishop Watterson) 
Tiffin, OH (Calvert) 
Tiffin, OH (Calvert) 
Phillipsburg, OH (Northmont) 
Bloomfield Hills, Ml (Lahser) 
Alma, Ml 
Masury, OH (Brookfield) 
Detroit, Ml (Redford) 
Dayton, OH (Patterson) 
Fostoria, OH (St. Wendelin) 
Detroit, Ml (MacKenzie) 
Dayton, OH (Belmont) 
Dayton, OH (Chaminade) 
Flint, Ml (Southwestern) 
Lorain, OH 
Uniontown, OH (Lake) 
Otisvile, Ml (Flint Powers) 
Birmingham, Ml (Seaholm) 
Pittsburgh, PA (Brashear) 
Detroit, Ml (Chadsey) 
Columbus, OH (Briggs) 
Detroit, Ml (LaSalle) 
Dayton, OH 
North Canton, OH (Hoover) 
DISHOP 
FORD 
NISSAN 
GOOD 
LUCK 
FROM 
ONE 
WINNING 
TEAM 
TO 
ANOTHER. 
BOTH 
OUTSTANDING 
IN 
OUR 
FIELDS 
(:■ 
Rt. 25 BOWLING GREEN 
Phone: BG 353-5271 
TOLEDO 246-9592 
The copier maker bigger than Xerox 
makes a fax faster than ZapMail, 
a typewriter smarter than an IBM, 
and cameras that think of everything. 
RICOH 
We respond. 
© 1985 Ricoh Corporation, 5 Dedrick Place, West Caldwell, NJ 07006 
Xerox' and IBM» are registered trademarks of Xerox Corp. and International Business Machines Corp. respectively. ZapMail™ is a registered service mark of Federal Express Corp. 
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BOWLING GREEN 
OFFENSE 
22 Stan Hunter SE 86 
61 Dan Schriner LT 44 
64 Dave Bittner LG 96 
60 Eric Helgesen C 59 
55 Mike Estep RG 56 
77 Mark Nelson RT 49 
95 Gerald Bayless TE 88 
25 Joe Boxley FL 32 
18 Brian McClure QB 15 
26 Bernard White TB 39 
35 George Schmelzle FB 5 
KICKERS 
DEFENSE 
John Hunter WE 
Vince Villanucci WT 
Mike Foor NT 
Phil Walker ST 
Chris Hartman SE 
Erik Johnson SLB 
Troy Dawson WLB 
Lesley Harris WCB 
Sean Dykes WS 
Dean Bryson SS 
Melvin Marshall SCB 
1    Paul Silvi KO, PAT, FG 
13   Greg A. Johnson P 
1 Paul Silvi, PK 
2 Ray Southard, DB 
3 Ray Redd, DB 
4 Michael Jackson, DB 
5 Melvin Marshall, DB 
6 Jason Zeller, PK 
7 Rod King, DB 
8 Jeff Davis, TB 
9 Doug Carrico, QB 
10 Jeff Sandru, QB 
11 Jerry Brocks, DB 
12 Rick Neiman, QB 
13 Greg A. Johnson, P 
14 Mark Bongers, FL 
15 Sean Dykes, DB 
16 Tony McCorvey, DB 
17 Pat Clarksean, QB 
18 Brian McClure, QB 
19 Eric Smith, QB 
20 Darryl Story, TB 
21 Tom Bonham, WR 
21 Kyle Kramer, DB 
22 Stan Hunter, WR 
23 Dean Rutan, FL 
24 Ken Rankin, WR 
25 Joe Boxley, FL 
26 Bernard White, TB 
27 Rick Howard, DB 
28 Andre Jackson, TB 
30 Keith Best, DB 
30 Will Cox, WR 
31 Mike Otten, FB 
32 Lesley Harris, DB 
33 Mark Polivka, LB 
34 Bill Kuhlman, FB 
35 George Schmelzle, FB 
36 Mike McGee, TB 
37 Fred Turner, DB 
38 Charles Edgerton, RB 
39 Dean Bryson, DB 
40 Ron Viscounte, RB 
41 Joe Foley, LB 
42 Robert Rogers, LB 
43 Paul Schweitzer, LB 
44 Vince Villanucci, DT 
45 Dave Kriceri, RB 
46 Dennis Schiets, DE 
47 Anthony Bell, LB 
48 Jack Coppess, LB 
49 Erik Johnson, LB 
50 Stan Brue, C 
51 Bob Adelsperger, OT 
52 Chris Plescia, OL 
53 Scott Beckley, LS 
54 Doug Bitler, DL 
55 Mike Estep, OG 
56 Chris Hartman, DE 
57 John Kaplan, DL 
58 Larry Lambright, LB' 
59 Phil Walker, DT 
60 Eric Helgesen, C 
61 Dan Schriner, OG 
62 Mark Sparger, OG 
63 Derrick Carr, DL 
64 Dave Bittner, OG 
65 Ken Schriner, C 
66 Mike Murray, NT 
67 Ron Todd, OG 
68 Shawn Zimmerman, 
69 Bill McCreary, OL 
70 Bill Whan, OT 
72 Mike Joyce, OT 
73 Rick Mitchell, OT 
74 Neal Mahoney, DL 
75 Greg Studrawa, OG 
76 Eric Williams, OT 
77 Mark Nelson, OT 
78 David Haynes, DL 
79 Calvin Whitfield, DL 
80 Chris Neal, TE 
81 Greg Meehan, FL 
LB 
82 Ronald Heard, WR 
83 Reggie Thornton, WR 
84 Howard Copeland, TE 
85 Tony Parker, DE 
86 John Hunter, DE 
87 Ron Austin, TE 
88 Troy Dawson, LB 
89 Andre Vaughn, DB 
90 Norm Recla, DT 
91 Derrick Gant, TE 
92 Greg Johnson, DT 
93 Wayne Wright, LB 
94 David Kinzie, DL 
95 Gerald Bayless, TE 
96 Mike Foor, NT 
97 Bill McClure, TE 
98 Colby Latimer, LB 
99 Tom Addie, DE 
Falc 
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SCOREBOARD 
IstQtr. 2n 
Golden 
Flashes i 
Falcons 
Offside 
or 
Encroachment 
illegal 
Procedure 
Illegal Delay of      Illegal Use of    Rough;ng     Illegally Kicking 
Motion Game;        Hand °r Arm        Kicker or Batting 
Encroachment Loose Bail 
Intentional 
Grounding; 
Loss of Down 
Unsportsmanlike 
Conduct; Illegal 
Participation 
Illegal Pass Fair Catch 
Interference 
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NEW GENERATION 
KENT STATE 
OFFENSE 
88 Mike Rodich TE 98 
78 Maurice Eldridge LT 56 
73 Tom Zuilo LG 72 
63 Bill Bernard C 62 
53 Andy Creagan RG 95 
66 Roger Weber RT 32 
5 Eric Dye  SE 31 
8 Tim Phillips QB 17 
25 Robert Golden FB 3 
40 Eric Wilkerson TB 28 
9 Jim Kilbane FL 33 
KICKERS 
DEFENSE 
Terry Crawley LE 
Jeff Richards LT 
Lee Bullington RT 
Louis Jefferson RE 
Tim Viscuso LLB 
RickTaute MLB 
Tony Stevens RLB 
Scott Henderson LCB 
Tony Wells SS 
Stuart Sims WS 
Terry White RCB 
7   JimNimtz KO, FG, PAT 
23   Andy Logan Punter 
9° 
'cons 
2 Reggie Franklin, FL 
3 Tony Wells, DB 
4 Greg Dykes, WR 
5 Eric Dye, SE 
6 Eric Timko, DB 
7 Jim Nimtz, PK 
8 Tim Phillips, QB 
9 Jim Kilbane, FL 
10 Anthony Aulisio, DB 
11 Mark Cunningham, QB 
12 Steve Lyle, DB 
13 John D'Apolito, QB 
14 John Reitz, QB 
15 Steve Poth, QB 
16 Mike Baxter, DB 
17 Scott Henderson, DB 
18 Ray Melchiori, DB 
19 Claude Vera, RB 
20 J.R. McVicker, K 
21  Derrick Nix, RB 
23 Andy Logan, DB 
24 Jamie Howell, DB 
25 Robert Golden, RB 
26 Mike Virgin, RB 
27 Greg Wagner, DB 
28 Stuart Sims, DB 
29 Shawn Trammel, DB 
30 Johnnie Ray, DB 
31 Tony Stephens, LB 
32 Rick Taute, LB 
33 Terry White, DB 
34 Matt Brown, LB 
35 Charles Roberts, RB 
39 Kevin Kels, DB 
40 Eric Wilkerson, RB 
41 Paul Stewart, LB 
42 Mike Hunter, RB 
43 Todd Kelley, RB 
2nd Qtr. 3rd Qtr. 4th Qtr. Final 
' 
44 Russell Irby, RB 
45 Van Shelton, RB 
46 Chris Todd, DL 
47 Mike Laraway, LB 
48 Steve Pike, LB 
50 Mike Percher, DE 
51 Tom McCardle, L 
52 Stefan Craig, OT 
53 Andy Cregan, OG 
54 Bob Wellington, LB 
55 Brien Naylon, OG 
56 Jeff Richards, DT 
57 Jon Patton, OG 
58 Chip Curtis, OC 
59 Brian Shanley, LB 
60 John Crea, TE 
61 Dave Macri, OG 
62 Louis Jefferson, DE 
63 Bill Bernard, OC 
64 John Kolencik, DL 
65 Kinney, Matt, DT 
66 Roger Weber, OT 
67 David Lewis, L 
68 Jim Bell, L 
69 Dan Drummond, L 
70 Mike Paschall, OT 
71 Dave Rastoka, LB 
72 Lee Bullington, DT 
73 Tom Zullo, OG 
74 Chad Coffman, L 
75 Bill Bullington, DT 
76 Dan Alspach, L 
77 Jeff Stepanik, DL 
78 Maurice Eldridge, OT 
80 Lamar Tidwell, TE 
81 Ed Greitzer, TE 
82 Scott Eckles, TE 
83 Fred Altsman, TE 
84 Fermin Olivera, FL 
85 Tod Kijauskas, WR 
87 Todd Kinder, WR 
88 Mike Rodich, TE 
89 Ken Clements, WR 
90 Mark Bronsweig, DE 
91 Ray Kangas, DL 
92 Bert Weidner, LB 
93 Joe Aventino, DL 
94 Bob Peden, L 
95 Tim Viscuso, LB 
96 Rod Ferguson, DT 
98 Terry Crawley, DE 
atch 
'ence 
ineligible 
Receiver 
Clipping   Grasping    Blocking Below 
Face Mask the Waist 
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Ball Dead; If Hand 
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Holding or  to Side: Touchback;   Safety 
Obstructing Fourth Down 
Closed Fist 
Start the Clock     Ball Ready for Play 
c     • Touchdown or 
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Cracks, sudden bumps and cavernous pot- 
holes exact a terrible toll from tires. 
But the Goodyear Vector is engineered to 
help meet the challenges of today's roads. 
Its backbone of belted steel helps 
resist the punishment of torn-up roads. 
While its aggressive criss-cross tread helps 
prevent hydroplaning and gives you 
excellent traction on snow, slush or ice. 
The unique all-season Goodyear Vector. 
The next best thing to having every road 
freshly paved. 
liftl/'ff'AD '* simP'y performs like ■r«-H ^Wrm no other tire in the world. 
GOODfYEAR 
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY 
No. Name 
76 Dan Alspach 
83 Fred Altsman 
10 Anthony Aulisio 
93 Joe Aventino 
16 Mike Baxter 
68 Jim Bell 
63 Bill Bernard 
90 Mark Bronsweig 
34 Matt Brown 
75 Bill Bullington 
72 Lee Bullington 
89 Ken Clements 
74 Chad Coffman 
52 Stefan Craig 
98 Terry Crawley 
60 John Crea 
53 Andy Cregan 
11 Mark Cunningham 
58 Chip Curtis 
13 John D'Apolito 
69 Dan Drummond 
5 Eric Dye 
4 Greg Dykes 
82 Scott Eckles 
78 Maurice Eldridge 
96 Rod Ferguson 
2 Reggie Franklin 
25 Robert Golden 
81 Ed Greitzer 
17 Scott Henderson 
24 Jamie Howell 
42 Mike Hunter 
44 Russell Irby 
62 Louis Jefferson 
91 Ray Kangas 
43 Todd Kelley 
39 Kevin Kels 
85 Tod Kijauskas 
9 Jim Kilbane 
87 Todd Kinder 
65 Matt Kinney 
64 John Kolencik 
47 Mike Laraway 
67 David Lewis 
23 Andy Logan 
12 Steve Lyle 
61 Dave Macri 
51 Tom McCardle 
20 J.R. McVicker 
18 Ray Melchiori 
55 Brien Naylon 
7 Jim Nimtz 
21 Derrick Nix 
84 Fermin Olivera 
70 Mike Paschall 
57 Jon Patton 
94 Bob Peden 
50 Mike Percher 
8 Tim Phillips 
48 Steve Pike 
15 Steve Poth 
71 Dave Rastoka 
30 Johnnie Ray 
14 John Reitz 
56 Jeff Richards 
35 Charles Roberts 
88 Mike Rodich 
59 Brian Shanley 
45 Van Shelton 
28 Stuart Sims 
77 Jeff Stepanik 
31 Tony Stephens 
41 Paul Stewart 
32 Rick Taute 
80 Lamar Tidwell 
6 Eric Timko 
46 Chris Todd 
29 Shawn Trammel 
19 Claude Vera 
26 Mike Virgin 
95 Tim Viscuso 
27 Greg Wagner 
66 Roger Weber 
92 Bert Weidner 
54 Bob Wellington 
3 Tony Wells 
33 Terry White 
40 Eric Wilkerson 
73 Tom Zullo 
bC" 
Pos. Ht. Wt. Yr. Hometown 
L 6-5 240 Fr. Wellington 
TE 6-3 224 Fr. Fombell, PA 
DB 6-1 185 Fr. Warren 
DL 6-2 215 Massillon 
DB 5-11 169 Fr. Cincinnati 
L 6-3 231 Fr. Warren 
OC 6-2 248 Sr. Caledonia, NY 
DE 6-4 211 Fr. Beachwood 
LB 6-0 231 So. Alliance 
DT 6-3 218 Sr. Brunswick 
DT 6-5 246 Sr. Brunswick 
WR 6-0 170 Fr. Middletown 
L 6-7 238 Fr. Grafton 
OT 6-3 252 Jr. Columbia, MO 
DE 6-1 238 So. Garfield Heights 
TE 6-3 226 Fr. Youngstown 
OG 6-1 233 Sr. Euclid 
QB 6-6 199 Fr. Tiffin 
OC 6-2 238 Fr. Brecksville 
QB 5-10 180 Fr. Youngstown 
L 6-2 246 Fr. Medina 
SE 6-0 176 So. Garfield Heights 
WR 6-3 182 Fr. Cleveland 
TE 6-2 210 So. Pickerington 
OT 6-4 264 Sr. Buffalo, NY 
DT 5-10 245 Jr. Columbus 
FL 5-9 182 Jr. Wellsville 
RB 6-0 222 So. Macedonia 
TE 6-2 223 Fr. Warren 
DB 5-8 167 Sr. Uniontown, PA 
DB 6-1 182 Fr. Massillon 
RB 5-11 206 Fr. Huntsburg 
RB 5-11 200 So. Brooklyn, NY 
DE 6-2 225 Sr. Cleveland 
DL 6-3 247 Fr. Ashtabula 
RB 5-10 194 Fr. Steubenville 
6n(V/\ArY\ 181 212 Fr. So. Wilkinsburg, PA Cleveland FL 5-10 189 Sr. Brecksville 
WR 6-3 181 Fr. Bellaire 
DT 6-0 240 Jr. Cleveland 
DL 6-0 229 Jr. Lakewood 
LB 6-0 204 Fr. Westlake 
Wmm 6-3 .-258 Fr. Newton Falls 
DB 6-0'- —184 Fr. North Canton 
DB 5-11 -"'-206 Jr. Youngstown 
OG 6-2 240 Sr. Bay Village 
. L 6-4 228 Fr. Glen Easton, WV 
K 6-2 '  150 Fr. Clinton 
OG 
6-1 202 So. Kent 
6-3 233 Fr. North Ridgeville 
PK 5-11 185 Jr. Scottsdale, AZ 
RB 5-9 192 Jr. Lorain 
FL 5-11 184 Fr. Canton 
OT 6-4 238 Fr. Rochester, PA 
OG 5-11 251 Sr. Detroit, Ml 
L 6-3 208 Fr. Bay Village 
DE 6-2 215 Jr. Macedonia 
QB 5-11 194 So. McKeesport, PA 
LB 6-3 206 Fr. Cincinnati 
QB 6-1 174 Fr. Mogadore 
LB 6-1 213 So. Willowick 
DB 5-9 187 Jr. Detroit, Ml 
QB 6-2 192 Fr. Parma 
DT 6-2 252 Sr. Brunswick 
RB 6-0 219 Fr. Columbus 
TE 6-1 211 Jr. Aliquippa, PA 
LB 6-2 223 Fr. Kent 
RB 6-0 176 Fr. Cincinnati 
DB 6-0 194 Jr. Swanton 
DL 6-3 209 Fr. N. Huntington, PA 
LB 6-2 230 So. Newton Falls 
LB 5-11 189 Jr. Bridgeville, PA 
LB 6-2 223 So. Westerville 
TE 6-1 229 Sr. Ecorse, Ml 
DB 6-1 205 Fr. Butler, PA 
DL 6-0 209 Fr. Canton 
DB 6-2 199 Fr. Dayton 
RB 6-0 198 Fr. Dayton 
RB 6-0 214 Jr. Vermilion 
LB 6-1 200 So. Tallmadge 
DB 5-10 183 Fr. Canton 
OT 6-5 270 Sr. Lyndhurst 
LB 6-3 226 So. Eden, NY 
LB 6-0 214 So. Newton Falls 
DB 6-1 179 Fr. Rochester, PA 
DB 5-10 180 Sr. McKeesRocks, PA 
RB 5-10 179 Fr. Cleveland 
OG 6-2 234 Fr. Lakewood 
Future 
BGSU 
Football 
Schedules 
1986 
Sept 13 at Minnesota 
Sept 20 at Central Michigan 
Sept 27 at Miami 
Oct. 4 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct. 11 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
(Homecoming) 
Oct. 18 at Washington 
Oct. 25 at Kent 
Nov. 1 NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
(Preview Day) 
Nov. 8 BALL STATE 
(Parent's Day) 
Nov. 15 at Toledo 
Nov. 22 OHIO UNIVERSITY 
1987 
Sept 12 TBA 
Sept 19 at Ball State 
Sept 26 WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Oct. 3 at Arizona 
Oct. 10 at Ohio 
Oct. 17 TOLEDO 
Oct. 24 at Northern Illinois 
Oct. 31 at Miami 
Nov. 7 KENT STATE 
Nov. 14 at Eastern Michigan 
Nov. 21 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
1988 
Sept 3 at West Virginia 
Sept 10 BALL STATE 
Sept 17 at Texas Christian 
Sept. 24 at Toledo 
Oct. 1 at Western Michigan 
Oct. 8 OHIO 
Oct. 15 Open 
Oct. 22 NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
Oct. 29 MIAMI 
Nov. 5 at Kent State 
Nov. 12 EASTERN MICHIGAN 
Nov. 19 at Central Michigan 
1989 
Sept 2 TULSA 
Sept 9 at Wichita State 
Sept 16 BALL STATE 
Sept. 23 CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Sept. 30 Open 
Oct. 7 at Ohio 
Oct. 14 TOLEDO 
Oct. 21 at Eastern Michigan 
Oct. 28 at Miami 
Nov. 4 KENT STATE 
Nov. 11 at Western Michigan 
Nov. 18 NORTHERN ILLIONIS 
^ 
Today's Halftime Show 
Homecoming—October 26, 1985 
In keeping with the 75th Anniversary festivities and 
memorable recollections the Falcon Marching Band 
presents a show of Musical Memories. We open our 
show with every alum's thought, Those Were the Days. 
Next, we perform two pre-1940's songs that are musical 
favorites for all generations, When The Saints Go 
Marching In and Charleston. Our third musical memory 
is a medley which spans four decades, as we salute the 
40's, 50's, 60's and 70's. Can you name them all? WWII 
provided first a drain then a boom for the University, and 
one of the most popular songs of WWII—Boogie 
Woogie Bugle Boy from Company B. With thanks to 
alums and supporters of BGSU for making it what it is 
today, we join you in saying, Thanks for the Memory. 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI BAND 
The Bowling Green State University Alumni Band will 
take the field for the tenth consecutive year during the 
pre-game show of the Falcon Marching Band. It is in- 
deed a pleasure to welcome back to campus this group 
of loyal BG supporters for one more trip across the field 
to "Forward Falcons". 
The Alumni Band was organized in 1974 by a group of 
Band Alumni who felt that there were many alums ready 
and willing to participate in such an organization. After 
two years of planning by the Organizing Committee, the 
band made its first appearance at the Homecoming 
game of 1976. 
The present organization exceeds 100, according to 
the current President, Craig Phillips. Many hours are 
spent locating alumni and inviting them to participate in 
the Homecoming activities. The time is well spent as 
each year more and more alums return to relive many 
heartfelt memories. 
The Alumni Band and the Falcon Marching Band will 
combine forces to perform the 1975 hit Love Will Keep 
Us Together. Mrs. Edith Bell, class of 1951 and com- 
poser of the Alma Mater, will conduct the Alumni Band 
in the playing of the Alma Mater. Mr. Craig Phillips, 
President of the Band Alumni will conduct the combin- 
ed bands for the National Anthem. 
BAND STAFF 
Directors: 
Graduate Assistants: 
Flag Coordinator: 
Twirling Advisor: 
Announcer: 
Drum Major: 
Mark S. Kelly 
Glenn C. Hayes 
Elissa Hock 
William Bauer 
Missy Bramlage 
Kathy Abbott 
Robert Erickson 
Brian Linder 
Be A Part Of It! 
4? 
Falcon fullback George Schmelzle dives for a first down in 
action from last Saturday's 23-18 win over Central 
Michigan. (Photo by Mark Thalman) 
'JP by Kevin Cleary 
Asst. Director, Athletic Promotion 
Welcome to all alumni and friends who have returned 
to campus for Homecoming 1985. We thank you for 
supporting Falcon Athletics throughout the years. 
This is a special 75th Anniversary Homecoming and 
it's fitting that the Falcons' foe on the field is an old 
friend and an old rival, Kent State University, also 
celebrating 75 years of existence. 
This year and every year from here on in the two 
teams will be playing for the Anniversary Award. Spon- 
sored by the KSU and BGSU Alumni Departments, the 
award will annually go to the winner whenever these 
two "sister schools" take the field. 
The Falcon Soccer team also celebrates Homecom- 
ing today. Coach Gary Palmisano's squad takes on the 
Dayton Flyers, 3:30 p.m. at Cochrane Field. Stop by and 
show your support as you leave the field today. Next 
home game is next Saturday, November 2, vs. Western 
Michigan at 2:00 p.m. 
Falcon Hockey is home tonight vs. Michigan in the 
Ice Arena, and home again Friday night against arch- 
rival Ohio State. Starting time both nights is 7:30 p.m. 
Good luck to the men's and women's Swimming 
teams as they host and compete in the Bowling Green 
Relays November 1 & 2. The diving competition takes 
place Friday at 3:00 p.m. and the swimming on Saturday 
at 1:00 p.m. at the Student Recreation Center on campus. 
BGSU Volleyball invades Anderson Arena next week- 
end. Friday night it's Central Michigan and Saturday 
night it's Eastern Michigan. Both matches start at 7:00 
p.m. and there is no admission charge. 
Good luck to the men's and women's Cross Country 
teams as they head to Athens, Ohio for the MAC 
Championships. 
Don't miss out on this year's BIG BG/UT game. It's 
the Fiftieth Anniversary of one of college football's 
most intense rivalries. Be a part of history. Don't miss 
this one. 
In conjunction with the event, the Falcon Club is raffl- 
ing off the official BG/UT 50th Anniversary Game Ball. 
Tickets are available at the following locations: BG 
Beverage, Mid-Am Bank, Navarre Olds-Cadillac, Herr- 
inghaus Furniture, Toledo Trust, Jeffries, Thayer 
Chevrolet, Aspen Grill and Cafe, and JCPenney. 
The Falcon roundballers strut their pre-season stuff 
in an exhibition game vs. Ljubiana, a Yugoslavian tour- 
ing team, November 14 at 8:00 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
Tickets are $2.00 and All-Sports Pass holders will get in 
free. All seats will be general admission. Each person 
attending will get a free team photo courtesy of 
Marathon. Acquaint yourself with the newcomers and 
reacquaint yourself with the veterans with a free team 
photo and the premier showing of Falcon Basketball '85. 
Speaking of Falcon Basketball, it's time to start think- 
ing season tickets. Upper level chairs and reserve 
benches are available. Don't miss this chance to warm 
your winter nights in "The House That Roars". Call the 
ticket office for details. 
Falcon Basketball isn't the only team with an inter- 
national schedule. The Falcon leers play 
Czechoslovakia on December 21 at 1:30. Come out and 
see the finest in international hockey. 
A limited number of tickets are available for select 
hockey games this season. Call the Memorial Hall 
Ticket Office for information (419) 372-2762. 
Bowling Green State University 
Office of the President 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0010 
Cable   BCSUOH 
It is a special pleasure for me to extend a most cordial 
welcome to all—especially to alumni returning for Homecoming 1985. 
We are honored to have you with us. 
Although Homecoming always provides the excitement of renewed 
friendships and spirited gridiron competition, the 1985-86 academic 
year has unique significance as BGSU celebrates the 75th anniversary 
of its founding. While the highlight of this commemoration will 
be a formal convocation on November 10, special emphasis will be 
given to several other programs and events scheduled throughout 
the year. Some of you attended two such functions this weekend 
with yesterday's formal dedication of newly renovated West Hall, 
which now houses the School of Mass Communication, and this morning's 
ceremony dedicating Iris Andrews Pool in the Student Recreation 
Center. On behalf of the University I invite you to return to 
campus frequently throughout the coming months to help celebrate 
our birthday. 
Your loyalty to, and interest in, Bowling Green State University 
are vital to its continued success and are deeply appreciated. 
Let's hope for a football victory this afternoon and a memorable 
Homecoming weekend. 
Paul J. 01 scamp 
President 
"An Environment for Excellence" 
EXCLUSIVELY FOR 
BGSU STUDENTS . 
A Comprehensive Health Care Plan 
From The Leader 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have been 
serving Bowling Green State University students 
for nearly 20 years. And we've designed our Stu- 
dent Plan to fit your special needs and budget, 
with affordable rates that are guaranteed for a full 
year. 
Since the Blue Cross card is recognized every- 
where, efficient medical care delivery and claims 
processing are assured. 
We'll be happy to send you more information — 
just fill out the coupon below. Or call or stop by 
our downtown Bowling Green office. We're 
pleased to answer your questions about this spe- 
cial student coverage. 
Blue Cross 
Blue Shield 
In Northwest Ohio 
CARRY THE CARING CARDfM 
Bowling Green Office — (419) 352-5981 
Blue Cross of Northwest Ohio 
Bowling Green District Office 
315 N. Main, Suite B 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Please send more information and an application 
for the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Student Plan. 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City:  State: Zip: 
3 WALL UNITS s179 
Available in Teak, Oak, Walnut or White. Our 
most versatile wall system by Doxey. Each assemble- 
yourself unit stands 72"Hx30"Wxl2"D, with 16" depths 
also available. Extra shelves, doors and drop-lids are 
optional accessories    Individual units are $75 each. 
AVAILABLE ONLY 
AT 
EAST MAIN ST 
OTTAWA 
SOUTH MAIN ST 
BOWLING GREEN 
few Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
; 
MEMBER F.D.I.C. A TOLEDO TRUSTCORP BANK 
HUNGRY? 
Delicious all-meat hot dogs 
Buttery hot pop corn 
Crunchy carmel corn 
Pepsi in a souvenir cup 
Large size candy bars 
Fresh roasted peanuts 
Hot coffee 
Whipped hot chocolate 
Treat yourself to a snack now! 
CONCESSIONAIRES FOR THE FALCONS! 
GLADEUX CORPORATION 
Over 50 Years of Food Service Excellence 
4f 
We Salute Our Support Staff 
Secretarial Staff 
Standing from left to right: Tracy Tajblik, Ann Jones, Linda Kidd, 
Linda Canterbury, Jan Kiehl, Jean Panning, Kay Riesen. 
Grounds Crew 
Left to Right: Norm Jimison, Ken Graf, Gerald Jimison, Butch 
Patton, Sue Youngpeter, Curly Foster, Gerald Hiser, Greg Kuhn, 
Danny Malone, Assistant to the Athletic Director Ken Schoeni. 
Athletic Trainers 
(L to R): Steve Pritchard, Terry Slattery, Assistant Trainer Chris 
Smalley, Kurt Barto, Assistant Trainer Mike Messaros, Head 
Trainer Bill Jones. 
Equipment Managers 
(L to R): Dave Ferkens, Dave Wadley, Jay Stelzer, Equipment 
Manager Joe Sharp, Bruce Sanborn, Jim Carozza, Ron Dunn. 
Ticket Office Staff 
Left to right: Opal Adams, Scot Bressler, Becky Meek 
4? 
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CHRYSLER • PLYMOUTH •  DODGE INC 
THE HOME FOR ALL CHRYSLER PRODUCTS 
352-5151 
A CONSISTENT QUALITY DEALER 
AWARD WINNER 
921 N. MAIN   BOWLING GREEN 
Plymouth 
Oodne 
Dodge Trucks 
SALES 
PARTS 
SERVICE 
DAILY RENTALS 
LEASING 
BODY SHOP 
SHOE STORE. 
Another 
Satisfied Customer... 
Wilson's Can Make You Happy Too! 
— Shoes for the Entire Family — 
145 North Main, Bowling Green, OH.    Ph. 353-8942 
HOURS: 9-9 Mon., Thurs & Fri.    9:00-5:30 Tues., Wed., & Sat. 
One of the largest selections of 
needlework & crafts in Northwestern Ohio. 
Quality Always At A 
Reasonable Price 
'Where today's hobbies are tomorrow's heirlooms" 
Stye 3tettclj IKtwt 
200 S. Main Street in Bowling Green 
Great Eastern Shopping Center in Toledo 
Great tating- 
Morning 
Noon, 
andNkght 
EAST WOOSTERv 
and 
MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
%^RESTAVJR^ 
1     /£) TIMKO'S- 
RESTAURANT 
• Steaks 
•Chops 
• Seafood 
Sunday Brunch 
BETTY'S SALAD 
Featured Daily 
■\^o&Aoa) SAW 
PERRYSBURG 
FRENCH QUARTER 
(419)874-3111 
Featuring Soup'n 
Salad Board with 
The famous 
"BETTY'S SALAD" 
OMELETTES 
SANDWICHES 
STEAKS 
NIGHTLY BUFFETS 
Scrumptious 
SUNDAY BRUNCH 
^oy^a YWV 
PERRYSBURG 
1-75 
(419) 874-3101 
1-75 N. TO EXIT 193 
4? 
Bowling Green's All-America Gallery 
Twelve Falcons have been named to various All-America teams. The most recent was Martin Bayless who was 
named to the third team by the Associated Press. Bowling Green's 12 All-America selections are pictured below. 
Fred Durig, FB 
1952 
James Ladd, E 
1953 
Jack Hecker, E 
1955 
Jack Giroux, FB 
1956 
Tim Murnen, G 
1957 
Bernie Casey, HB 
1959 
Bob Zimpfer, T 
1959 
Mike Weger, DB 
1965 
Dave Preston, HB 
1975 
wmmsms^mm^ammmmmum 
Mark Miller, QB 
1977 
Andre Young, DT 
1982 
\wi rlc HBH 
Martin Bayless, DB 
1983 
at the Lodge 
Across from the Stadium 
354-2535 
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Cocktails 
7 Days a Week 
Great Sunday Brunch! 
Open at 
6:00 a.m. 
Downtown 
163 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
352-2595 
Lunch, Dinner, Snacks, 
and Cocktails 
Open Monday thru Saturday 
Deluxe Prime Rib 
& Seafood Buffet 
Friday & Saturday 
"Another Winning Team JJ 
Gumpp 
INC. 
"The Extra "P" stands for performance" 
1415 )efferson Avenue, Toledo 
Open Monday and Thursday Nights til 9    243-1201 
Richard Gumpp       Vic Jones        John Hawkins Dennis 
General Mgr. Sales Mgr. Winckowski 
Office Mgr. 
Jim Cline       Harold LaFond 
Finance Service Mgr. 
Lease Mgr. 
Largest Selection 
Gerald Gerity Len Cole Oscar Oehmler      Dave Dickey 
Parts Mgr. Sales Sales Sales 
LOWEST PRICES 
Jack Stalder Ihet Lewton R ussell White 
Sales Sales                Service Adviser 
SALES-LEASING a VDILL/ vc • PARTS 
• SERVICE 
B^^^v! 
• BODY SHOP 
COM 
sMW.MTiq 
WL? 
4? 
1 
61GLC&HA> 
From The Crew At Burger King! 
Join The Team 
After The Game 
Aren't You Hungry? 
BOWLING GREEN 
1570E. WoosterSt. 
T.M. BURGER 
KING 
^ 
Winthrop 
Terrace 
Apartments 
North & South 
For the Best 
in Quality & Service 
• Two Swimming Pools 
• 3 Laundromats 
• One and Two Bedrooms 
^Furnished and Unfurnished* 
Three Locations: Summit St. 
Palmer Ave. 
& Napoleon Rd. 
OFFICE: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
PHONE: 352-9135 
Hours: 9-12 & 1:00-5:00 M-F 
Evenings By Appointment 
AAA WANTS 
YOUR MONEY TO HAVE 
A SAFE TRIP 
At AAA, we do everything we can 
to make sure your vacation is 
free from worry. That's why we 
offer American Express' Travelers 
Cheques-the ones travelers 
cheque users prefer* And, 
they're available with no service 
charge to AAA members. So 
before you go, stop at AAA and 
get American Express Travelers 
Cheques. You'll feel 
safer all over. 
Join AAA today and let us plan a Tnptik to any or all 
of the Falcons away games. If you need to fly our 
AAA Travel Agency is always at your service. 
WOOD COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB 
(Division of Toledo Automobile Club) 
414 E. Wooster St. 
Phone 354-2511 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
Fall Golf is great at the Forrest 
Creason Golf Course. Come out and see 
us after the game. 
GO FALCONS! 
Bring this ad for one complimentary 
green fee when a second one is purchased. 
<° 
s < 
c,l Crease.,, 
Q 
•o 
good thru Nov. 20, 1985 352-4475 
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BGSU FALCONS 
K      111 H Hh II ■ JK ■ 
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1    ■        11 ■*■* J|| 
5-]     BOB ADELSPERGER      g5     GERALD BAYLESS       3Q KEITH BEST 54        DOUG BITLER 64       DAVE BITTNER -| 4      MARK BONGERS 25 JOE BOXLEY 
Offensive Tackle/Jr. Tight End/Sr. Defensive Back/Jr. Defensive Lineman/So. Offensive Guard/Sr. Flanker/So. Flanker/Sr. 
Tiffin, OH Dayton, OH Upper Sandusky, OH Montpelier, OH Akron, OH Westlake, OH Las Vegas, NV 
# 
•: 
50 STAN BRUE 3g       DEAN BRYSON g DOUG CARRICO        40      JACK COPPESS        39 WILL COX a 
Center/Sr. Defensive Back/Jr. Quarterback/Sr. Linebacker/Jr. Wide Receiver/So. 
Columbus, OH Dayton, OH Vermilion, OH 
.* 
Groveport, OH Centerville, OH 
JEFF DAVIS 88       TR0Y DAWS0N 
Tail Back/Jr. Linebacker/Sr. 
Flint, Ml New Concord, OH ■    ■ 
15        SEAN DYKES 55 MIKEESTEP 4-) JOE FOLEY gg MIKE FOOR g-|       DERRICK GANT       3?      LESLEY HARRIS Rfi     CHRIS HARTMAN 
Defensive Back/Sr. Offensive Guard/Sr. Linebacker/Jr. Nose Tackle/Sr. Tight End/So. Defensive Back /So      D°    Defensive End/Sr 
New Orleans, LA Newark, OH Gahanna, OH North Ridgeville, OH Toledo, OH Flint  Ml Lorain  OH 
471 iTi 
78      DAVID HAYNES 27       RICK HOWARD 35       JOHN HUNTER 22       STAN HUNTER 28     ANDRE JACKSON        A      MICHAEL JACKSON       AQ       ERIK JOHNSON 
De,erS'LLh'rnanu/S0- De,e^lBa^/Jr Defensive End/Jr. Wide Receiver/Sr.      ^       Tail Back/Sr. 4     Defensive Back/'So       49      Lmebacker/Jr Columbus, OH Canton, OH Detroit, Ml Dayton, OH Alliance, OH Detroit, Ml Warren, OH 
g2      GREG JOHNSON       13    GREG A. JOHNSON     57       JOHN KAPLAN 7 ROD KING 
Defensive Tackle/Jr. Punter/Jr. Defensive Lineman/Jr. 
Detroit, Ml Cincinnati, OH West Bloomfield, Ml 
34      BILL KUHLMAN      74      NEAL MAHONEY        R      MELVIN MARSHALL 
Defensive Back/Jr. Fullback/Sr. Offensive Lineman/Jr. Defensive Back/Sr. 
Youngstown, OH Van Wert, OH Toledo, OH Dayton, OH 
FALCON FANS 
BEFORE OR AFTER THE GAME 
Choose Fresh. Choose Wendy's.™ 
Good Luck From Your Friends at 
1504 Wooster • Bowling Green 
Our pick-up window is open past midnight. 
^ 
YOU'LL ALWAYS DRIVE 
A CHEAPER DEAL AT 
CHARLIE'S *>OM* * 
~ 893'024li 
t 
iTiji 
725 ILLINOIS WE. MAUMF 
CHARGERS • COLTS • OMNtS • DAYTONAS 
K-CARS • CONQUEST • VISTA-VANS 
VANS • VAN CONVERSIONS • 4x4s 
RAMCHARGER • PICKUPS • MINI VAN CONVERSIONS 
A Great Airline Line-Up 
TOLEDO EXPRESS AIRPORT 
OJ 
AIR WISCONSIN • COMAIR • DELTA • PIEDMONT 
TWA • UNITED • USAIR 
THE FALCONS LOVE TO FLY FROM EXPRESS 
Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority  One Maritime Plaza   .   Toledo, Oho 43604-1866    •     Phone (419) 243-8251 
4? 
IBGSU FALCONS 
BRIAN McCLURE 
Quarterback/Sr. 
Ravenna, OH 
15     TONY McCORVEY 
Defensive Back/So. 
Toledo, OH 
5g      BILL McCREARY 
Offensive Lineman/So. 
Wooster, OH 
36 MIKE McGEE 
Tail Back/So. 
Dayton, OH 
81 GREG MEEHAN 
Flanker/Sr. 
Phoenix, AZ 
73      RICK MITCHELL 
Offensive Tackle/Sr. 
Tucson, AZ 
M- 
Y*1^ 
III 
jfe I 
\     * m*1* j 
CHRIS NEAL 
Tight End/Sr. 
Grosse Pointe Woods, Ml 
-|2        RICK NEIMAN 
Quarterback/Sr. 
Euclid, OH 
31 MIKE OTTEN Fullback/Jr. 
Coldwater, OH 
05        TONY PARKER 
Defensive End/Jr. 
Akron, OH 
52       CHRIS PLESCIA 
Offensive Lineman/Jr. 
Circleville, OH 
33 MARK POLIVKA 
Linebacker/Jr. 
Parma, OH 
"6" 
CPenney 
©1985, J. C. Penney Company, Inc 
• T-SHIRTS 
(Long & Short Sleeves) 
• SWEAT SHIRTS 
• HOODED SWEAT 
SHIRTS 
• MUSCLE SHIRTS 
• SOCCER SHIRTS 
112 S. Main, Downtown 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Phone 354-3098 
• BASEBALL JERSEYS 
• BASKETBALL JERSEYS 
• FOOTBALL JERSEYS 
• SIZES 6 Months To 
Adults XL 
• HATS 
• CORDUROY HATS 
We Do Custom Embroidery & Silk Screening 
Bowling Green 
Meetings/Conventions & Visitors Bureau 
139 West Wooster St., Bowling Green, OH 43402   (419)  353-7495 
LET US HELP PLAN YOUR NEXT MEETING, SEMINAR, CONVENTION 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR GROUPS FROM 5 TO 5,000. 
UNIVERSITY 
MOTOR LODGE 
of Bowling Green 
1630 E. Wooster St. 
Directly Across From BGSU Stadium 
352-2521 
Free Full Breakfast With Room 
Monday - Friday 
4$ 
INSTANT 
REPLAY 
Pan Style Pizza by the Slice or Whole Pie 
176 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
352-4600 
VARSITY BG CLUB SAYS 
GO FALCONS! 
ABOUT THE VARSITY BG CLUB 
The Varsity BG Club is an exclusive organiza- 
tion open only to former Bowling Green State 
University varsity letterwinners, who for $10 per 
year can help operate the club and support BGSU 
athletics at the same time. Five hundred former 
Falcon letterwinners joined the Varsity BG Club 
last year, and the number is expected to climb even 
higher during the 1985-86 membership year. 
Again this year, the Varsity BG Club is offering a 
lifetime membership for $100: no other dues will 
ever be required. Lifetime memberships for those 
65 and older are only $50. 
The Varsity BG Club undertakes three major 
projects each year, the first of which takes place 
each spring in Rossford. It is the annual Recogni- 
tion Dinner, and honored that night are the College 
Coach of the Year, the High School Coach of the 
Year, and the Special Recognition Award Winner. 
Each July, the Varsity BG Club hosts the 
popular Doyt Perry Golf Outing in Bowling Green, 
and in the fall, the Club celebrates Varsity BG Day 
at a Falcon football game. This year, Varsity BG 
Day is Sept. 21 with the Falcons playing the Miami 
Redskins. 
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 
All active members of the Varsity BG Club will 
• Membership in an exclusive organization 
open only to BGSU varsity letterwin- 
ners. 
• Special activities and programs, such as 
the ones described. 
• Subscription to the quarterly newsletter, 
and a Varsity BG Club membership card 
that entitles the holder to one free 
reserved bench seat ticket for each of 
BGSU's five home football games in 
1985. Just show your 1985-86 member- 
ship card at the east side ticket booth on 
game day for free admission. 
• A 10 percent discount on BGSU foot- 
ball, basketball and hockey season 
tickets. 
• Personal satisfaction in contributing to 
BGSU athletics through your continued 
involvement. 
VARSITY BG CLUB 
1985-86 Membership Application 
Name 
StreeL 
City _ State Zip 
Home Phone ACL 
Office Phone AC_ 
Occupation    
If Coaching. What Sport? 
Employer  
BGSU Class Of _ Number of Varsity Letters In Each 
Sport At BGSU  
Varsity BG Club Member Last Year' Yes No  
Membership dues are $10.00 per year. Or you can 
become a lifetime member for $100 ($50 if you are 
age 65 or older). Make your check payable to Varsity 
BG Club, and mail this form to: 
Chris Sherk BGSU Athletic Dept., Bowling Green. 
Oh 43403 
IBGSU FALCONS 
|5 GEORGE SCHMELZLE 
Fullback/Sr. 
Columbus, OH Tiffin, OH 
43    PAUL SCHWEITZER 
Linebacker/Jr. 
Phillipsburg, OH 
PAUL SILVI 
Place Kicker/Jr. 
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 
ERIC SMITH 
Quarterback/So, 
Alma, Ml 
DARRYL STORY 
Tail Back/Jr. 
Dayton. OH 
FIGHT FALCONS! 
visit the 
STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
530 E. WOOSTER ST. s m PHONE  353-7732 
FOR THE BEST IN 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
SWEATSHIRTS & MASCOTS 
AND 
A wide variety of cloth and paperback 
books  for  your  educational   needs 
and general reading enjoyment. 
PEARL GAS \J/  OIL CO., INC. 
546 SAND RIDGE ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
PHONE 419 353-5811 
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-23M633 
Complete Propane Service 
|   FARM  f | j HOME    | 
nn 
INDUSTRY 
Warm Morning Heaters & Grills 
Magic Chef Kitchen Appliances 
WITH PLANTS IN: 
KENTON 
12978 SR 68S 
675-1802 
McCLURE 
State Route 65 
748-8016 
HICKSVILLE 
State Route 18 
542-7778 
MAUMEE 
436 Illinois Avenue 
893-6451 
WEST UNITY 
U.S. 20A 
924-2414 
SOMERSET CENTER, MICH. 
11870 U.S. Rt. 12 
(517) 688-4486 
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BGSUI FALCONS 
■MHMHHHHH 
1   M V 
75     GREG STUDRAWA      37        FRED TURNER A A    VINCE VILLANUCCI      5Q        PHIL WALKER 26      BERfJARD WHITE        76      ERIC WILLIAMS 
Offensive Guard/Jr. Defensive Back/Jr. Defensive Tackle/Sr. Defensive Tackle/Jr. Tail Back/Sr. Offensive Tackle/Jr. 
Fostoria, OH Dayton, OH Lorain, OH Otisville, Ml Pittsburgh, PA Columbus, OH 
'FALCON NEWCOMERS 1985 
4k £3J 
gg TOM ADDIE 
Defensive End/Fr. 
Akron, OH 
07 RON AUSTIN 
Tight End/Fr. 
Southfield, Ml 
53 SCOTT BECKLEY Long Snaps/Fr, 
Bellevue, OH 
47 ANTHONY BELL Linebacker/Fr. 
Detroit, Ml 
21        TOM BONHAM 
Wide Receiver/Fr. 
Howell, NJ 
•|-|       JERRY BROCKS 
Defensive Back/Fr. 
Detroit, Ml 
63 
ejirT IMP rinwrt 
DERRICK CARR 
Defensive Line /Fr. 
Detroit, Ml 
>HlT rsirPi   r»rtn. ir&t-r s si-- 
■|7     PATCLARKSEAN       84   HOWARD COPELAND     38 CHARLES EDGERTON    82      RONALD HEARD       gg      ERIC HELGESEN 72 MIKE JOYCE QA DAVE KINZIE 
Quarterback/Fr. Tight End/Fr. Running Back/Fr. Wide Receiver/Fr. Center/Jr. Offensive Tackle/Sr. Defensive Line/Fr. 
Bakersfield, CA Piscataway, NJ Columbus, OH Detroit, Ml Oceanside, CA Wheaton, IL Toronto, ONT 
iHf iM y^*c|, 
21        KYLE KRAMER 
Defensive Back/Fr. 
Dayton, OH 
  * Wimr.rwt 
45       DAVE KRICERI 58   LARRY LAMBRIGHT     g8     COLBY LATIMER 77       MARK NELSON 
Running Back/Fr. Linebacker/Fr. Linebacker/Fr. Offensive Lineman/Jr. 
Woodbury, MN Norton, OH Dayton, OH Bloomington, MN 
Kin stffi CUE? 
RAY SOUTHARD 
Defensive Back/Fr. 
Masury, OH 
62      MARK SPARGER       83    REGGIE THORNTON      57 RON TODD QQ     ANDRE VAUGHN 4n     RON VISCOUNTE 
Offensive Guard/Fr. Wide Receiver/Fr. Offensive Guard/Fr.       a   Defensive Back/Fr.       HU    Running Back/Fr 
Dayton, OH Detroit, Ml Detroit, Ml Flint, Ml Uniontown, OH 
<Mwfc. 
I 
4? 
70 BILL WHAN 
Offensive Tackle/Fr. 
Birmingham, Ml 
7g   CALVIN WHITFIELD      g3     WAYNE WRIGHT 
Defensive Lineman/Fr. Linebacker/Fr. 
Detroit, Ml Detroit, Ml 
JASON ZELLER 
Place Kicker/Fr. 
Dayton, OH 
42  SHAWN ZIMMERMAN 
Linebacker/FR 
North Canton, OH 
BGSU's School Of Health, Physical Education And Recreation 
offers academic programs in: 
• Fitness & Wellness 
• Sports Marketing & Promotion 
• Sport Management 
• Aquatics 
• Athletic Coaching 
• Athletic Training 
• Commercial Recreation 
• Health Promotion/Education 
• Community Leisure Services 
• Outdoor Recreation & Camping 
• Dance & Performing Arts/Recreation 
• Physical Activity for Special Populations 
• Teaching Physical Education & Health 
Education in Private & Public Schools 
UNDERGRADUATE and 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
Yes, There Are Jobs! 
The School of HPER is leading the way in career preparation for the future in a changing society. 
For further information contact: Director, School of HPER, BGSU, Bowling Green, OH 43403. 
Phone: (419) 372-2334 
- 
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BOWLING GREEN, OH 
(419) 352-3509 
TOLEDO, OH 531-8908 
POTATO CHIPS 
FALCON HOUSE 
Sports Shop 
"Your Athletic Shoe and Sports 
Apparel Headquarters in B.C." 
Full line active sports apparel 
for men, women & youth 
Custom T-Shirt Lettering 
We carry: Nike • Arena • Converse • Reebok • Fool Joy 
Athletic Shoes For: Running • Tennis • Basketball 
Aerobics • Racquetball (equip.) 
140 E. Wooster • Bowling Green • 352-3610 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.; Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
THAYER CHEVROLET 
1225 N. Main St., Bowling Green 
urW/itca's ^MonUe Caits & 'xJitucks 
^Bowfing Q/iecn's cFai/o/ttfe 'Deakh 
Phone: 353-5751 Toledo: 244-2161 
1021 S. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
352-0123 
(next to Varsity Lanes) 
BEFORE OR AFTER 
THE GAME, 
BRING THE FAMILY 
TO 
GODFREY'S 
GO 
FALCONS! 
4f 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
1986 SUMMER SPORTS CAMPS 
Camps of Champs • Learn from Falcon Coaches 
BOY'S CAMPS 
Football 
Basketball 
Baseball 
GIRL'S CAMPS 
Basketball 
Gymnastics 
Volleyball 
Softball 
CO-ED CAMPS 
Golf 
Soccer 
Swimming 
Tennis & Racquet Sports 
Middle Distance 
FEATURES. . . 
• Accent on the Individual 
• Instruction by BGSU Coaches & Staff 
• Use of Varsity Facilities 
• Use of Student Recreation Center 
• Training Table Type Meal Plan 
• Modern Residence Halls 
For Further Information Write To: 
Gary Palmisano, Director 
BGSU Summer Sports Camp 
BGSU Athletic Dept. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
Name    
Address 
Phone Camp Interest 
A WEEK AT CAMP IS A GREAT BOWLING GREEN CHRISTMAS GIFT 
For Information Call 372-2401 ! 
K«ntiwky Fried Afek«H ® 
1020 N. Main Street 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-2061 
4f 
splits 
movement 
incorporated 
DIVISION OF CENTRAL TRAVEL & TICKET, INC. 
WE MOVE 
TEAMS! 
(419) 471-2847 
OUT OF TOWN CALL COLLECT 
4841 Monroe St. 
Suite 159 
Toledo, Ohio 43623 ^ 
TA0151 
Edith Bell, Alma Mater Author 
By Clifton P. Boutelle 
Edith Ludwig Bell is not a name that most 
people familiar with Bowling Green State 
University's history can identify. She wasn't 
an administrator or even a faculty member 
whose long years of service resulted in the 
kind of longevity and recognition that comes 
with having a building or facility named after 
them. 
Yet Edith Ludwig Bell, who graduated 
from Bowling Green in 1 951, has provided a 
contribution to the school's history that no 
one else can claim. She is the author of the 
school's alma mater; a song that has touched 
the large majority of Bowling Green's 
86,000 graduates. 
Few people know that Bell was the winner 
of a unique five-year contest seeking a new 
alma mater that, in the words of then- 
president Ralph W. McDonald, would be 
"more stirring and appealing" than the one 
that existed from 1 936-60. 
So obscure has been Bell's achievement 
and place in BGSU history that she was not 
even mentioned in Robert Overman's 'The 
History of Bowling Green State University," 
which is considered to be the official chron- 
icle of the University's first 53 years. 
In 1955 President Ralph McDonald an- 
nounced a five-year competition to replace 
the existing alma mater, which had been 
composed by James W. Carmichael, an 
English professor, and set to the tune of 
"Finlandia." A winner was to be chosen each 
year and the final choice was to come from 
the five annual winners. Selection was by a 
30-member panel of alumni, students and 
faculty, and the winning entry was to be 
presented for the first time at a special con- 
vocation in May 1 960 as part of Bowling 
Green's 50th anniversary celebration. 
The winner was Edith Ludwig Bell, a 
Lorain County school system music teacher, 
who had won the 1 958 competition and a 
$200 prize. 
Bell remembers that special convocation 
well. "Following a nice luncheon, we went in- 
to a packed Union Ballroom (about 2,300 
people attended the event) where they in- 
troduced the alma mater for the first time. I 
felt very honored," she recalled. 
"I remember my husband pointing out 
some of the dignitaries including Governor 
(Michael) DiSalle and Harlan Hatcher who 
was president of the University of Michigan 
at the time," she recalled. "It was all very 
exciting." 
There was a particularly poignant moment 
during the convocation that Bell clearly 
remembers. "Professor Carmichael, who 
wrote the former alma mater, approched me 
and said he liked the song I wrote and shook 
my hand." 
Bell confides that she had nearly forgotten 
about her entry during the two years between 
the time she won the 1 958 competition and 
the announcement of the overall winner. "But 
once I received word that I had won the 
overall competition, it all came back to me 
and I wouldn't have missed the convocation 
for anything," she said. 
Actually Bell submitted that year three 
entries; the first was a tongue-in-cheek ver- 
sion she meant as a joke. "I just took the 
existing alma mater and rewrote it upside 
down; that is, where there was high note, I 
made it a low one. I then harmonized it and 
signed it Sue Donym and sent it in," she 
laughed. She never heard anything further 
from the music committee and suspects that 
her humor was unappreciated and that the 
committee tossed her entry out. 
She then got serious and entered two 
more songs; one she wrote herself which 
won the 1 958 competition and the other in 
collaboration with her husband, Herbert, 
who also taught band in the the public 
schools. 
"As I wrote the song, I played parts of it to 
my one-year-old daughter. If she seemed to 
like it, I kept it in. I tell everyone that my 
daughter helped me write the song," she 
chuckled. "When we got done, we both liked 
it and I felt good about it," she added. 
Her little girl, Melinda, is now in California 
working for MGM studios as a writer on the 
television show "Fame." 
Bell also recalls later submitting other 
entries for competition. "I always thought I 
could do better," she said. However, in this 
case, one was enough because her initial 
entry won the top prize. 
Bell and her husband spent the majority of 
their music teaching careers at Eastwood 
High School and nearby Gibsonburg High 
School, and have had the opportunity to hear 
the alma mater performed at many University 
football games. "I get a thrill everytime I hear 
it," she confessed. 
She retired from teaching in 1 982 and the 
Bells now split their time between Palm Har- 
bor, Florida, and Alanson, Michigan. Both 
are still active musicians—Herb on the 
trumpet and Edith on the piano—and play in 
a dance band in Florida. 
The Bowling Green alma mater is not the 
only one Bell has written. As a 1 6-year-old 
Gibsonburg High School student she com- 
posed that school's alma mater, which is still 
sung today. 
When she was a junior at Bowling Green, 
Bell wrote an original play called "Love Goes 
To College," which included a college alma 
mater. "Lots of people seemed to like it," she 
recalled. She also wrote an anthem for the 
World Student Association, but doesn't know 
whether it is still used. 
A few years after writing the Bowling 
Green alma mater, she submitted an entry for 
a state song in a contest that was being con- 
ducted at the time. She told friends that if she 
won she was next going to rewrite the national 
anthem. Fortunately for Francis Scott Key, 
Bell did not win the state song contest. 
It has never bothered Bell that few people 
actually know the words to the alma mater 
she wrote. She admits that it took her about 
five days to memorize it. "But that seems to 
be the fate of alma maters. They are only 
played during special events like graduations 
and football games," she said. 
Yet, despite not being the most widely 
known song on campus—that's usually 
reserved for the fight song—nearly every 
college and university in the country has an 
alma mater and Bowling Green, of course, is 
no exception. 
In fact, shortly after the first class arrived 
on the newly opened Bowling Green State 
Normal College campus in 1914, students 
began talking about the need for a school 
song. That need was satisfied when Ernest G. 
Hessler, the college's only music instructor, 
wrote, "We Hail You, Dear Normal College." 
The song was dedicated to Dr. Homer 
Williams, Bowling Green's first president, 
and was used until 1936, undergoing a 
slight change in 1 929 when the word "Nor- 
mal" was dropped from the school's name. 
A 1925 issue of the "Bee Gee News" print- 
ed Hesser's song and suggested that students 
preserve their copy of the paper "if for no 
other reason than that the words of our song 
may be in the hand of every student of the 
college. Bring it along to future meetings in 
which the song is to be sung, then you will 
be able to participate in the singing. 
Memorize it." 
When Bowling Green became a University 
in 1935, it was decided that a new alma 
mater was in order, and James W. Car- 
michael was asked to compose some new 
words which would be set to the melody of 
"Finlandia" by Sibelius. That tune was 
chosen by Merrill C. McEwen, chairman of 
the music department, although no one 
seems to know why. 
Carmichael's version included several 
references to pioneer spirit as a tribute to 
those who had built Wood County and to the 
University. "We owe them something, 
surely," he said at the time. 
The "Finlandia" tune apparently did not in- 
still any great amount of school spirit among 
students in the early 1 950s and the Council 
of Student Affairs in 1954 urged a change 
noting "that either the tune 'Finlandia' or the 
lyrics present difficulties when groups of 
students or alumni attempt to sing it. The 
result does not always do justice to the occa- 
sion or to the outpouring of sentiment felt by 
the respective groups." 
President McDonald agreed that a more 
lively alma mater was needed and announced 
in 1 955 that a five-year search for a new 
song would begin. 
Edith Ludwig Bell's song emerged the 
winner of the unique competition and, at the 
same time, earned her a place in the history 
of Bowling Green State University. 
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Senior Spotlight 
□ THE JACKSON FILE 
□  NAME: Andre Jackson 
D   BIRTHDATE: April 2, 1964 
D  HOMETOWN: Alliance, Ohio  
D MAJOR: Social work-child and family 
□  FAMILY: Parents Rufus and Daisy, brothers Julian, Julius, 
and Vance. 
at D  FOOTBALL   BACKGROUND:   Three-year   letterman 
Alliance Senior High, Most Valuable Player as a senior. 
D  LIKES: "To watch Jimmy Conners play tennis."  
□ DISLIKES: "Winter days at BG, and having to sit out my 
senior year because of knee surgery."  
D  FAVORITE MOVIES: "Trading Places, 48 Hours." 
□ FAVORITE TV SHOWS: "The Cosby Show, Miami Vice, 
and Dallas."  
D  FAVORITE FOOD: "Fried chicken, chili, green beans, and 
steaks."  
D  PET PEEVES: "Having to put up with Greg Meehan telling 
everyone he's a better basketball player then me."      
D FUTURE PLANS: "To have a career in the field of drug 
rehabilitation."  
□ FAVORITE THING ABOUT BG: "Being on the 1982 
championship team and going to California Bowl II."  
□ CAREER HIGHLIGHT: "Playing against North Carolina as 
a freshman and gaining 68 yards."  
□ 1985 PREDICTION: "This will be a year worth talking 
about for a long time."  
□ WHAT WILL YOU DO IF/WHEN BG WINS THE MAC TITLE: 
"I'll say thanks, and then ask 'what took you so long to 
return.'" 
□ THE KUHLMAN FILE 
D NAME: William H. Kuhlman, Jr. 
g BIRTHDATE: September 12, 1963 
g HOMETOWN: Van Wert, Ohio 
g MAJOR: Insurance  
g  FAMILY:   Parents   Bill   and   Melanie   Kuhlman,   sister 
Heather.  
g FOOTBALL BACKGROUND: Three years of Pee Wee foot- 
ball, two years of junior high, four years at Van Wert High 
School.  
g  LIKES: "Fishing, football, and people."  
g   DISLIKES: "Having two exams on the same day."  
g  FAVORITE MOVIES: "John Wayne and Clint Eastwood 
movies."  
g  FAVORITE TV SHOWS: "Anything in color."  
g  FAVORITE   FOOD:   "Anything   you   can   make   in   a 
microwave."  
g  PET PEEVES: "Losing my $3 fishing lures on the first 
cast."  
g TEMPERAMENT: "I'm usually a very easy going person." 
g  FUTURE PLANS: "To go into the 'real world' and get a job 
in insurance."  
g FAVORITE THINGS ABOUT BOWLING GREEN: "All of 
the good friends I have made, and all of the interesting peo- 
ple I have met. Especially my great roommates who have all 
helped me out in one way or another."  
g CAREER HIGHLIGHT: "I'm hoping that my highlight will 
be this year, by going 11-0 and going to the California Bowl." 
g  1985 PREDICTION: "If we play to our potential and don't 
beat ourselves, we can go undefeated."  
g WHAT WILL YOU DO IF/WHEN BG WINS THE MAC TITLE: 
"Have a great time with the rest of the team. I'm sure we'll all 
be at the same party."  
4F 
DTHE MARSHALL FILE 
g  NAME: Melvin P.Marshall 
g  BIRTHDATE: November 12, 1962  
g  HOMETOWN: Dayton, Ohio  
g  MAJOR: Human Resource Management 
g  FAMILY: Sisters Bernice Marshall and Sheryl Prentice; 
nieces Michelle Marshall and Angela Prentice.  
g FOOTBALL BACKGROUND: Three-year starter at Dayton 
Stebbins High, first team all-league as running back and 
defensive back, special mention all-Ohio as a defensive 
back..  
g  LIKES: Music, cars, sports  
g  DISLIKES: "Messy rooms, heavy smokers."  
g  HOBBIES: Basketball, dancing, ping pong. 
g  FAVORITE MOVIES: 
Me." 
"Trading Places, 48 Hours, All of 
g  FAVORITE TV SHOWS: "Dynasty, Cosby Show, $25,000 
Pyramid."  
g  FAVORITE FOOD: "Roast beef and apple pie." 
g  PET PEEVES: "Bowling Green women who feel they're 
too good for Bowling Green men."  
g  TEMPERAMENT: "Moody. 
g FUTURE PLANS: "Become director of personnel for Mead 
Corporation."  
g FAVORITE THING ABOUT BG: "Coming into a winning 
tradition."  
g CAREER HIGHLIGHT: "Returning an interception 
80-yards for a touchdown against Steve Young of Brigham 
Young." ^^ 
g  1985 PREDICTION: "I think we'll go undefeated because 
we have the players who will not settle for less."  
g  WHAT WILL YOU DO IF/WHEN BG WINS THE MAC TITLE: 
"Pinch myself to make sure I'm not dreaming and then go the 
mall to obtain some appropriate clothing."  
DTHE MITCHELL FILE 
g  NAME: Rick L Mitchell 
g  BIRTHDATE: May 31, 1963 
D  HOMETOWN: Tucson, Arizona 
g MAJOR: Criminal Justice  
g  FAMILY: Parents Ronald and Oderay Brehony, brother 
Billy, sister Yamilla.  
g FOOTBALL BACKGROUND: Letterwinner at Nurenberg, 
Germany, Buena, and Marana High School as a quarterback. 
Attended Eastern Arizona Junior College as a tight end and 
tackle.  
g LIKES: "Cooking, surprises, and being with my 
girlfriend."  
g  DISLIKES: "Bowling Green weather."  
g  HOBBIES: Weightlifting, fishing and camping.' 
g  FAVORITE MOVIES: 
First Blood, Part I and II. 
'Back to the Future, Tootsie, and 
g FAVORITE TV SHOWS: "Cheers.andThe Three Stooges." 
g  FAVORITE  FOOD:  "Seafood,  cookies  and  cream  ice 
cream, and a real Mexican meal."  
g  PET PEEVES: "Smokers, and disorganization."  
g TEMPERAMENT: "Easy to get along with but very hyper." 
g FUTURE PLANS: "To be commissioned as a Second 
Lieutenant in the U.S. Army and become an Airborne 
Ranger."  
g FAVORITE THINGS ABOUT BOWLING GREEN: "Becom- 
ing part of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity and the ROTC pro- 
gram."  
g CAREER HIGHLIGHT: "Last year when I was temporarily 
moved to defensive tackle against Eastern Michigan, and 
when we beat Kentucky." ^ ___ 
g 1985 PREDICTION: "My prediction is having an 
undefeated record and becoming one of the top 25 teams in 
the nation."     
g WHAT WILL YOU DO IF/WHEN BG WINS THE MAC TITLE: 
"Call my mom and dad and tell them to meet me in Fresno." 
1985 Bowling Green Fall Sports Schedules 
Date 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
SOCCER 
Coach: Gary Palmisano 
Opponent 
at Akron Holiday Classic 
ADELPHI 
MASSACHUSETTS 
TOLEDO TRUST/BGSU 
SOCCER CUP 
CREIGHTON 
RICHMOND 
at Red Rebel Classic at 
Las Vagas 
NEVADA-LAS VAGAS 
SAN DIEGO STATE 
at Marquette 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 
AKRON 
at Notre Dame 
INDIANA 
at Evansville 
at Ohio State 
CLEVELAND STATE 
DAYTON 
at Michigan State 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
at Central Michigan 
MIAMI 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
Sept 
| Oct. 
Oct. 
| Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
1-2 
1 
2 
7-8 
7 
8 
13-14 
13 
14 
21 
25 
28 
2 
9 
13 
20 
23 
26 
30 
2 
9 
Time 
1:00 
1:00 
3:00 
3:00 
00 
00 
00 
30 
00 
30 
30 
30 
2:00 
3:00 
3:30 
3:00 
2:00 
3:00 
2:00 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 
1
 Coach: Denise Van De Walle 
I Date Opponent Time 
Sept.       10    MICHIGAN 7:00 
Sept.       13    at Northern Illinois 7:00 
ISept.       14    at Western Michigan 7:30 
Sept.       17    NOTRE DAME 7:00 
Sept.       20    KENT STATE 7:00 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
21 
25 
27 
28 
4 
5 
8 
12 
15 
18 
19 
22 
25 
26 
1 
2 
5 
8 
9 
12 
15 
OHIO UNIVERSITY 7:00 
at Cincinnati 7:00 
at Central Michigan 7:00 
at Eastern Michigan 2:00 
BALL STATE 7:00 
MIAMI 7:00 
at Toledo 7:15 
at Pittsburgh 4:00 
MICHIGAN STATE 7:00 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 7:00 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 7:00 
at Cleveland State 7:00 
at Kent State 8:00 
at Ohio U 4:00 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 7:00 
EASTERN MICHIGAN 7:00 
DAYTON 7:00 
at Ball State 7:30 
at Miami 4:00 
TOLEDO 7:00 
at Windsor 7:00 
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
COACH: Sid Sink 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Coach: Sid Sink 
Date Opponent Time 
Sept. 7 TOLEDO 11:00 
Sept. 14 at Ohio 10:00 
Sept. 21 at Miami Inv. 11:45 
Sept. 28 at EMU Inv. 12:00 
Oct. 5 at Indiana Inv. 9.45 
Oct. 11 at Ohio Intercollegiates 1:00 
Oct. 26 MICHIGAN & EMU 11:00 
Nov. 2 at MAC Championship 11:00 
Nov. 9 BG. INV. 11:30 
Nov. 16 District 4 Qualifier 10:30 
Nov. 25 NCAA Championships 
Date Opponent Time 
Sept. 7 TOLEDO & OHIO ST. 11:30 
Sept. 14 at Ohio U./EMU & Marshall 11:30 
Sept. 21 BALL STATE 11:00 
Sept. 28 at Miami 11:00 
Oct. 4 at Notre Dame 2:00 
Oct. 11 at Ohio Intercollegiates 2:00 
Oct. 19 at Central Collegiate 
Championships 11:00 
Nov. 2 at MAC Championships 12:00 
Nov. 9 BG INV. 12:15 
Nov. 16 District 4 Qualifier 11:15 
Nov. 25 NCAA Championships 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
Coach: Greg Nye 
Date               Opponent Time 
Sept.    6&7    at Illinois State Inv. 9:00 
Sept.13&14    at Ferris State Inv. 9:00 
Sept.      20, 
21&22    at Lady Northern Inv. 9:00 
Sept.27&28    at Spartan Inv. 9:00 
Oct.      4&5    at Lady Boiler Inv. 9:00 
Oct.      6&7    at Indiana Univ. Inv. 9:00 
Oct.       14, 
15&16    at Lady Kat Inv. 9:00 
Dick Wilson 
PCrniEC'BUKK-GMC 
1099 N. Main 
Ph. 353-5151 
Stop by and see one of our friendly salesmen: 
Rick Wilson, Jim Edgeworth, Glen Coale, Jim Rood 
'THE BEST REASON NOT TO GO UPTOWN' 
Located- 352-1223 
1616 E. Wooster Stadium Plaza 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS! 
rfSBLfe. Free Cone 
(*2'/2 oz. size—any flavor) 
when you buy any 
Baskin-Robbinsice 
cream cone. 
Stop in after the game and use this coupon to buy 
your friend a cone! 
1616 E. Wooster — Stadium Plaza 
Good Luck Falcons! 
GEM 
INDUSTRIAL CONTRACTORS 
GENERAL - ELECTRICAL 
MECHANICAL ■ FIRE PROTECTION 
<jy\aint£.na.n.c£.  &  dontxaating  <SEXUICE±   -JO  On.dus.tiy 
P.O. Box 716 ■ Toledo, Ohio 43601 
419-666-6554 
4? 
THINK ORANGE! 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
1424 E. Wooster St. 353-2252 
Across From Harshman 
THE BEST IN GAME SUPPLIES: 
• Cow Bells 
• Freddie Falcon Mascots 
» Sweat Shirts 
• Throw-Away Raincoats 
• Umbrellas 
• Jackets 
When you're not 
watching live Falcon 
football... 
. . . Wood Cable TV offers you action-packed 
sports and entertainment in your own home. 
Select from: 
• 27 entertainins channels on our basic service 
• The Movie Channel, HBO, and the Disney 
Channel — entertaining premium channels 
For more information call 352-8424. 
WOO 
Q. WHAT'S BETTER THAN THE DC RANCH? 
A. ANOTHER DC RANCH RIGHT NEXT DOOR! 
Davis DC Ranch now has two facilities to serve the 
public even better. DC Ranch I has a seating capacity 
of 600 with a beautiful hardwood dance floor. At DC 
Ranch II a handsome sound-proof divider enables us 
to seat small groups of 25 or large gatherings up to 
400 plus an attractive hardwood dance floor. Ample 
well lit parking for both halls. We also cater 
anywhere. 
BANQUET HALL AND CATERING SERVICE 
FOR SUCH EVENTS AS: 
ir  Weddings  ^  Banquets  ^  Conventions 
• DAILY SMORGASBORD ...$3.95 
• SUNDAY BRUNCH $4.95 
• SUNDAY POLKA PARTIES 
• COUNTRY JAMBOREE 
4? 
* CALL 874-1951 
FOR RESERVATIONS 
RT. 25- 1/2 Ml. SOUTH OF M75 
PERRYSBURG, OHIO 
Complete Graphic Art Service 
~+- 
LAYOUT & DESIGN 
ARTWORK 
PASTEUP 
QUALITY PRINTING 
BLACK & WHITE 
COLOR MATCHING 
MULTI-COLOR 
FOUR-COLOR PROCESS 
419-422 1802 
1631 Broad Aoe.    •   Findlay, Ohio 
r£ Dollars for Scholars 
j\    Guaranteed Government   A 
v Loan Programs ▼ 
\ 
State Home Savings 
1 ■   ?$$■$:&£; 
BELLEFONTAINE 
BLUFFTON 
BOWLING GREEN 
BRYAN n 
DELAWARE 1 GREENVILLE 
KENTON FRED W. UHLMAN 
MARION 
MOUNT VERNON v..     v-:      '-:' 
NAPOLEON 
NEWARK n 
PIQUA ;£S 
PORT CLINTON i 
SIDNEY 
SPRINGFIELD n 
TIFFIN :.>;.■;. 
TOLEDO 3# 
TROY i 
URBANA 
WASHINGTON C. H. 1 
ADRIAN, MI 
1 
FORT WAYNE, IN i liiSlsT"? f■■■'}:,■' J;:lf ftf Hi 
MARION, IN. | 
CADILLAC, MI 
MANISTEE, MI 
TRAVERSE CITY, MI 
1 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
3521504 
A    ♦ ^} DELI 
FREE 
IVERY 
1504 
HOURS 
MONDAY & TUESDAY:  11:00 A.M.-2:00 A.M. 
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY:   11:00 A.M.-3:00 A.M. 
SUNDAY:   NOON-2:00 A.M. 
Sub • Pizza • Salads 
Beer — Wine — Liquor 
Open For Lunch at 11:00 A.M. Mon.-Sun. 
Myles' Pizza Pub 
516 E. Wooster 
4y 
Doll Receives Alumni Service Award 
Richard L Doll, a 1951 graduate of Bowl- 
ing Green State University, will receive the 
23rd annual Alumni Service Award this 
afternoon during halftime ceremonies. 
The Alumni Service Award is presented 
annually to a BGSU graduate based on 
his/her service to the Alumni Association 
and BGSU. 
Doll led an extensive undergraduate life, 
serving  as  president of Omicron  Delta 
Kappa and as president of the Workshop 
^i|j| j Players.   He  was  vice  president  of the 
W-Afr'   A I junior class and treasurer of the senior 
W  m   afl I class- He was a member of SICSIC, the 
H^BlBi 4SHHHI University's secret spirit organization, 
and also belonged to Theta Alpha Phi, Alpha Tau Omega, Christian 
Fellowship, University Players and WRSM Radio. 
In recent years, Doll was been a leader in the Phoenix, Arizona 
alumni chapter. He recently produced, narrated and wrote a 
videotape presentation called "BGSU Through The Decades", a film 
that looks at the University from the 1920's through the 1970's. The 
tape is available to campus organizations and alumni chapters 
through the Alumni Office. Fullback George Schmelzle rushed for 33 
yards and caught 3 passes to help the 
Falcons to a 42-24 win over Eastern 
Michigan on October 12. 
rSvTVChTrbTsk«e"e,VFirnanMce)Shal1 ^ ^ ^ °*~ *"" SUCCeSS,U''" br6akinfl Up this "ass intended f" a" Astern Michigan 
(Most Valuable Pair) 
/ •*& 
\M 
At- 
GREAT LAKES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.   3928 North Detroit Ave. - Toledo, OH  43612 - Phone: 476-9385 
CHEVROLET 
SIDE BY SIDE, FOR THE 
BEST IN CAR BUYING 
corner of DUSSEL and REYNOLDS 
 Qust south of Southwyck) 
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1985 Falcons 
Fronf flow (/. fo ft|- Gerald Bayless, Bill Kuhlman, George Schmelzle, Rick 
Mitchell, Sean Dykes, Mike Foor, Vince Villanucci, Brian McClure, Troy 
Oawson, Dan Schriner, Mike Estep, Greg Meehan, Chris Hartman, Norm 
Recla. Second Row: Mark Polivka, Will Cox, Stan Hunter, Chris Neal, Joe 
Boxley, Bernard White, Doug Carrico, Rick Neiman, Stan Brue, John Kaplan, 
Dave Bittner, Paul Schweitzer, Andre Jackson, Melvin Marshall, Darryl Story. 
Third Row: Mark Nelson, Dean Rutan, Joe Foley, Neal Mahoney, Jack Cop- 
pess, Mike Otten, Ray Redd, Rick Howard, Erik Johnson, Greg Johnson, 
John Hunter, Keith Best, Robert Rogers, Greg Studrawa, Chris Plescia. 
Fourth Row: Andre Vaughn, Eric Williams, Phil Walker, Michael Jackson, 
Tony Parker, Bob Adelsperger, Rod King, Mike Murray, Eric Helgesen, Mike 
Joyce, Doug Bitler, Ken Schriner, Bill McCreary, Bill McClure, Paul Silvi, 
Greg A. Johnson. Fifth Row: David Haynes, Fred Turner, Dean Bryson, Tony 
McCorvey, Derrick Gant, Mark Bongers, Lesley Harris, Jeff Sandru, Mike 
McGee, Ken Rankin, Eric Smith, Dennis Schiets, Tom Pope, Bill Whan, Ron 
Todd. Sixth Row: Phil Moser, Ronald Heard, Reggie Thornton, Derrick Carr, 
Jeff Davis, Ron Austin, David Kinzie, Pat Clarksean, Wayne Wright, Howard 
Copeland, Calvin Whitfield, Tom Bonham, Jerry Brocks, Ray Southard. 
Seventh Row: Kurt Barto, Assistant Trainer Chris Smalley, Terry Slattery, 
Steve Pritchard, Dave Kriceri, Kyle Kramer, Jason Zeller, Scott Beckley, Larry 
Lambright, Shawn Zimmerman, Ron Viscounte, Colby Latimer, Tom Addie, 
Anthony Bell, Mark Sparger. Eighth Row: Head Trainer Bill Jones, Assistant 
Trainer Mike Messaros, Dave Ferkens, Ron Dunn, Bruce Sanborn, Jay 
Stelzer, Jim Carozza, Dave Wadley, Equipment Manager Joe Sharp, Graduate 
Assistant Coach Dayne Palsgrove, Volunteer Assistant Coach Brian Rock. 
Ninth Row: Offensive Line Coach Scott Duncan, Receivers Coach Mark 
Miller, Defensive Coordinator Tim McConnell, Secondary Coach Jon Hoke, 
Head Coach Denny Stolz, Graduate Assistant Ray McCartney, Offensive 
Backfield Coach Reggie Oliver, Defensive Line Coach Ed Schmidt, Defen- 
sive Line Coach Mark Smith, Offensive Line Coach Jan Quarless. 
